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I. INTRODUCTION 

I. The Experts Meeting on Technology Transfer Trends was held at the UNIDO Headquarters in 
Vienna, Austria on II - 14 October 1993. 

2. The experts meeting was organia:d as a forum for analyzing the features and cunent worldwide 
trends OD technology transfer and development and their implications OD the access to and flows of 
technology to developing countries. The thrust of the meeting was to generate awareness on these 
developments, to identify the policy issues arising for governments from such changes, to stimulate 
discussions and analysis of bow developing countries could identify and take advantage of 
opportunities arising fiom these developments while at the same time minimizing their negative 
effects, and to identify new opportunities for international cooperatioo in the form of new types of 
partnerships; redefinition of networking elements and mechanisms; and action to improve. 
strengthen and add new dimension and persrective particularly to the UNIDO programme on 
technology acquisition and negotiation. 

3. Participating in the Meeting were high-level officials representing technology transfer and 
promotion agencies; research and development institutions and industrial associations from selected 
developing countries; experts representing international resean:h and academic institutions; and 
representatives of other international organizations concerned with technology transfer issues. The 
list of participants appear as Annex A. 

II. ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING 

Openin1 of the Medin& 

4. The Meeting was opened by the Deputy Director-General of UNIDO. In his opening remarks, 
The Deputy Director-General stated that the meeting is taking place in the context of an 
environment characterized by new driving fon:es and policy changes in the global economy which 
are affecting the roles of governments, enterprises and institutions as well as the patterns of 
production. trade and technology flows. The global scenario for international technology transfer 
for one has become even more complex. The increasing "privatization" of knowledge; the growing 
technological protectionism among industrialized countries; the emergence of new technologies; the 
rise of new forms of collaboration primarily among firms in the high-technology field in developed 
countries represent threats of diminishing access to technologies and increased costs for developing 
countries. Against this scenario, the role of international cooperation cannot be overemphasiud. 
He expressed the view that the meeting could produce recommendations wnich could significantly 
impact on the ongoing reorientation and the prioritization of services of UNIDO. Needless to say, 
this process is necessarily based on a proper interpretation of the changing needs and requirements 
of developing countries as they are influenced by changes in the global environment. 

Praidin1 Officer 

S. Dr. Junaid Zaidi, Director-General of the National Center for Technology Transfer of Pakistan 
presided over the Meeting with the assistance of Mr. Jose Adeodato de Soui.a Neto of Brazil as 
Rapporteur. 
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Business Arrancanmts 

6. As one of the main objectives of the meeting was to present and elaborate on the current trends 
and developments in the international technology transfer, leading experts and international 
researchers were invited to present findings on current researches on relevant topics, as follows: 
Prof. J. Hagedoom of the University of Limburg on the results of research be bac; undertaken on 
the globalization of technology and strategic technology alliomces for the FAST (Forecasting and 
Assessment on Science and Technology) programme of the CoD'mission of European Communities 
(EC); Dr. Slavo Radosevic of the Science Policy Resean:h Unit (SPRU) of Sussex University and 
the Institute for New Technologies (INTECH) on the preliminary findings including pmvisional 
hypotheses of his ongoing study on technology transfer policy, its evolution from the '70s and the 
issues that determine technology transfer policy for the '90s; Dr. Nagesh Kumar of INTECH on 
the initial results of a study on the subject of foreign direct investment (FOi) and technology 
licensing as determinants of technology flows; Dr. Carlos Correa. UNIDO Consultant. on his paper 
on "Prospects and New Dimensions of International Technology Transfer" ; Dr. Georges Thill of 
the EC on the FAST Programme specifically Theme C on Science and Technology; and Dr. 
Manfred Fuchs of the Stamberg Institut of Germany on the preliminary results of a research on 
environmentally sound teclmologies, issues of access, barriers and opportunities for developing 
countries being prepared for UNIDO. In addition, the delegate from the Republic of Korea(ROK) 
presented a p?per pre~ for UNIDO reviewing the evolution of technology transfer policy and 
its effects on technol.>gy flows and technological capacity-building in the ROK. The other delegates 
likewise made brief presentations about their respective country experiences and agency concerns. 
as appropriate. 

Ill. SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS 

A. Globalization of Technology 

7. Prof. J .Hagedoom gave a broad perspective of the general distribution of technological 
capabilities on a worldwide scale which has been determined to be very much skewed against 
developing countries. The main findings of his research are as follows: 

i) Data on distribution of worldwide R & D covering the second half of the eighties show 
that global R & D is highly concentrated in the OECD countries, in particular, the Triad of USA, 
Japa., and the EC, representing 74%. The share of developing countries is extremely small at 6%, 
a major part of which is captured by the Newly Industrializing Countries (NICs). A comparison 
of R & D efforts of countries as a percentage of GNP for the same period shows that R & D 
expenditures of major OECD countries generally measure over 2% of GNP while those of 
developing countries range from 0.5 to 1% of GNP. Furthermore, worldwide R & D is generally 
accounted for by the private sector which tend to keep their R & D activities in their home bas«. 
or, otherwise to countries where a certain level of tecbr.ological capability already exists. Over 90% 
of R & D of MNCs are concentra!ed in the OECD countries. 

ii) Over the past ten years, the main trends in glC1bal R & D have been: a rapidly rising R & 
D in Japan, in Germany and a few other EC countries; slower growth in USA, UK and other OECD 
countries; sharp decline in Soviet and East European R & D; decline in much of Third World R & 
D; rapid rise in R & D in the "Four Asian Tigers" of South Korea. Singapore. Hongkong and 
Taiwan. The same panem as above is observed in the world distribution of patents. The comoined 
share of Third World countries in global patents is estimated to be between I to 3 per cent, with the 
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exception of the "4 ligcrs" whose patenting activity also began to rise very rapidly in the lare ·10s 
indicating increasing technological sophistication. 

iii) A similar study on straregic technology alliances (ST As). e.g., joint ventures. joint R & D, 
minority investments, during the '80s show a conelation between strategic technology alliances and 
trends and distribution of R & D and parenting; thus further strengthening the R &. D potential of 
companies which are already benefitting ftom the latter concentration. Over 95% of STAs studied 
are made between companies fiom the developed countries, 2.3% were made between a Triad
company and a finn fiom an NIC and an extmnely small share of 1.5% cover STA..; between Triad 
and LDC companies. 

iv) Figures on the international distribution ofSTAs by sector blocks off developing cnuntries 
fiom a l;uge part of important technological developments. For instance, biotechnology, new 
materials, computer, software development. telecommunications and medical technology 
instnunentation ?.re closed shops where 99°A. of the agreements are between companies fiom 
developed countries. Only in automotive. chemicals and food and beverages is there a relatively 
"reasonable" share for STAs between Triad and developing country companies. It is observed that 
NIC and LDC participation in these sectors coincided with a low or medium technology character 
of these sectors. Then again, a predominance of ST As within the developed economies is found in 
those fields that can be characteriz.ed u high technology sectors. 

v) Core technologies (infonnation technology, biotechnology and new materials, which consist 
the heart of many future technological developments affecting manufacturing, services and everyday 
social life) play a very important role in both STA and inter-finn technology transfer within the 
developed economies. Dara available show that nearly three-quarter of ST As within the developed 
economies are made in the three core tt'.cbnologies and 60% for technology transfer agreements. 
For Triad-NICs. it is 53.6% and 52.4% respectively and for Triad-LDCs. it is 23.4% and 38.5%. 

vi) The distribution of different modes of STAs by region show that over 43% of STAs for 
deve:oped countries consist of joint R &. D pacts and IO'o only for STAs between Triad-NIC and 
Triad-LDC. This again represents a skewed distribution in STAs where R & D cooperation is 
concentrated within the developed countries. One can also expect that technology transfer in tenns 
of joint R & D is not a major vehicle in alliances with NICs and LDCs. In the cue of technology 
transfer agreements where licensing is an important part. the picture is not that different. 

vii) One notes that in these relationships, while there exists an extreme dominance of 
agreements made within developed economies, there is a growing share between Triad and NIC 
companies. This leads to the conclusion that what companies are looking at are regions of economic 
and technological development that bu some competitive advantage, in other word§. those countries 
which have developed their indigenous technological bue, nave set up a reliable technological 
infrastructure and have laid the foundation in tcnns of human capacity (engineers, scientists, etc.) 
on which companies could further develop. On the whole, the data available shows very li\tle 
improvement over the ye;vs in tcnns of sharing of technological growth betY.reen the Triad and 
Third World countries. 

B. Policy Implications of Chances in International Technoloey Transfer 

8. Dr. S. Radosevic in his presentation highlighted the changes in the macroeconomic and 
technology context in the 80s that have given rise to new and important policy issues for technology 
transfer in the 90s. In the macroeconomic context. these consist of: the changing nature of expon 
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marlcets where markets are more segmented; user requirements play a much more important role 
and transaction costs in serving different markets are higher. the shift of focus from structural 
change in economies and diversification to new industries to competitive.'lCSS and efficiency: the 
inequality of access to investment. technologies and markets as a result of regional trading blocs: 
and the increasing importance of internalization due to adaptation to local market needs_ On the 
odier band. certain changes in the dwacter of technical change \\ith particular reference to new 
technologies, have their implications on the process of technological learning and mastery. These 
consist of: the systemic character of new technologies making technology transfer more systemic
dependeot; the knowledge base for new technologies whether it is predominantly based on tacit or 
formalized knowledge: the increasing importance of intangible investments (investments in 
information. training. organization) over physical investments (machinery and equipment); nm
standanliml character and high user specificity which reduces the ease of transfer in the form of 
"ready made" capital goods and blueprints and requires more localiml technical change for efficient 
introduction; and the fact that knowledge of user needs bas become as equally important as 
knowledge of production. 

9 _ These changes in the macroeconomic and technology context have given rise to important 
policy issues for the 90s quite different from the policy issues of the 70s. among which are: 

i) There is now the need for caJeful management of the complementarities and substitutability 
of importation vs_ domestic generation of technology_ While securing complementarity is an 
acknowledged principle. substitutability need not be totally disregarded particularly when proven 
foreign technologies are easily available through licensing or foreign direct investment (FDI)_ A 
more overriding consideration would be to link the acquisition of foreign technology to more 
intensive and strategic investments for adaptation and innovation_ 

ii) The relation between investments in actual transfer and investments in the implementation 
and use of technology where now the latter becomes more complex particularly with the impact of 
information technology reqaires that investments are made on building np absorptive capacities of 
enterprises and in restructuring organizations. Direct support for training, learning or R & D should 
be undertaken in association with acquisition of foreign technology. 

iii) The need for emphasis on the role of business enterprises in generating technologicai 
dynamism in industry but not necessarily disregarding the role of infrastructure institutions which 
can support the specific needs particularly of latecomer firms which typically suffer from a lack 
of related support industries and a poorly developed technological infrastructure_ 

iv) Simultaneous access to technology and international markets is crucial for dynamic long 
term development. A variety of foreign channels of technology and marketing, channels that could 
serve the dual purpose of product marketing and technology acquisition such as foreign buy~rs and 
original equipment manufacturing (OEM) arrangements should be explored_ 

v) "Unpackaging" may not be that relevant under present conditions as the integrated nature 
of technological capability and production suggests dealing with a single supplier than sourcing from 
a variety of suppliers. 

vi) Policies which differentiate or discriminate between specific channels of technology transfer 
(FDI, joint ventures and licensing) may not be justified. FDI led industrial growth will not by itself 
improve access to foreign technology. In actual practice, the choice of channels depends on the 
nature of technology, that is, whether mature or complex, and on its accessibility. whether 
proprietary or free. A more impor1ant issue is how to maximize the technological benefits from 
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the foreign technology which is in fact more dependent on how the method of tr.msfer was effected 
rather than on which method was used. 

10. In the context of the above policy issues, some tmtative elements for deri~ing a new 
technology transfer po~icy framework for the '90s could consist of: technology transfer viewed 
more as a p~ of investment where the elements of transfer are inseparable from the elements 
of acquisition and assimilation; the crucial role of simultaneous access to technology and markets 
as necessary ingredients to achieving international competitiveness and long-term economic growth: 
local content requirements for foreign owned local companies as a possible approach to 
strengthening linkages between foreign owned enterprises and local suppliers and thereby 
maximizing benefits from FDI: infonnal or relational conb3Cts, in addition to various channels such 
as R & D cooperative projects, distribution and marketing networks, additional training programs 
and marketing networks to be given attention as add!tional frama\-orks for maximizing the benefits 
of technology transfer. and implicit policies being more important than explicit technology transfer 
policies. 

C. Foreip Direct Investments (FDI) and TtdinolOI)' Licensin& 

11. Dr. Nagesh Kumar of INI'ECH presented the highlights of his research as follows: 

i) From the early post-war period to the mid-60s, FDI was the main mode of foreign 
production. From mid-60s to the mid IOs, the importance of licensing as an alternative to FDI 
increased. This was a result of several factors among which are: the maturity of a wide range of 
technologies; the widening of the market for technology; and hon government restrictions on FDis. 
From the mid-IOs, FDI as a detenninant of technology flows again showed increasing dominance 
as compared with technology licensing. In general, this is attributable to: liberalization of 
government policies towanls FDI worldwide; the emergence of new technologies which are not yet 
widely available; the emergence of technology as a main tool for maintaining competitive edge 
between finns. The increasing technological protectionism !CSUlted to decreasing trends in 
technology licensing and increase in more packaged forms of technology access which includes FDI, 
technology with equity, etc. Dara shows that the volume of FDI flows increased dramatical'y from 
the late 'IOs up to the 90s and this has been specifically attributable to the globalization of 
production by MNCs; the accumulation of investible surpluses in Japan; the expansion of investment 
opportunities because of liberalization of foreign investment regimes and privatization programmes; 
debt-equity swaps in debt-ridden countries; the emergence of new sources of foreign investments 
in East Asia; and the fresh wave of tariff jumping investments arising from the formation of regional 
trading blocs. A dramatic decline was however experienced in the years, 1991 - 92 due to the 
recession in major industrial countries and the completion of worldwide restructuring of production 
led by the unification of EC markets. 

ii) A review of trends in geographical and sectoral distribution of global FDI flows for the 
period 1960 - 92 reveal the following: 

shaic of developing countries in globai flows has been decreasing up to 1990, i.e. 25% in 
the early 80s, 11% in the second half of the IOs and 15% in 1990; but increased in 1991 -92 when 
the global FDI flows started to decline. This increasing share is however concentr.lled only to a 
handful of developing countries such as Singapore, Mexico, China, Brazil, Malaysia, Hongkong. 
Argentina, Thailand, Egypt and Taiwan. The shart as well as the absolute volume of flows to least 
developing countries has been declining. 
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in sectoral renns. there is an increasing trend in the importance of services but this is 
concentrated in developed countries~ within manufacturing. capital and technology-intensive sectors 
improved their share at the cost of natural resoun:e and labor intensive sectors. 

the importance of minority-owned affiliates as an organizational form of FDI increased in 
the 70s and early 80s and declined thereafter. 

while the share of reinvested eamings in FDI inflows declined since the late 80s. they still 
constitute a considerable proportion of FDI flows in devclopmg countries. 

strategic alliances is becoming of increamig importance as a means of inter-enterprise 
cooperation in the industrialized countries. 

D. The New Intanational Scmario for TedmolO&Y Transfer 

12. Referring to the Issue Paper entided, Prospects and New Dimensions of International Transfer 
of Technology which he prepared as a discussion paper for the Meeting, Dr. Carlos Correa 
highlighted the following main points: 

i) Technology is today a competitive ;met for firms and it is recognized that economic growth 
is dependent not only on labor, capital and resoun:es but also on education and technology. This 
implies that pat and future investments in technology will be as important as investments in 
physical assets for the development of countries. 

ii) Developed countries are paying a lot of attention to developing and controlling technology 
as indicated by the following: 

substantial increase in intangible investments, i.e., other investments linked to technological 
capabilities such as training, organization, marlcet exploration, information technology, in OECD 
countries. 

R & D activities continued to increase during the '80s despite the recession exhibiting 
increasing participation of private enterprises from OECD countries (q•aite different from developing 
countries where R & Dis performed by the State). 

the ongoing reenforcement of the international intellectual property system which is a 
component of the emerging technological protectionism among the industrialized countries. Two 
trends are noted; first. the strong demand by developed countries for the reform of the intellectual 
property system particularly in developing countries, e.g., protection of software, computer 
programs, pharmaceutical; and second, the negotiations in GA IT for an Agreement on Trade-related 
Intellectual Property System (TRIPS). This agreement, if adopted will set universal standards for 
the protection cf intellectual property independent of the state of development of countries. Among 
its main implications are: it will rr.ake all areas of technology patentable, that is, countries will not 
be able to exclude certain sectors for reasons of national welfcR or public interest such as for 
instance, phanraceutical; it will dilute or eliminaie the "working" obligation of patent holders in the 
sense that mere importation will be considered as "working"; protection of seeds and plant varieties 
will be covered by patents and this will imply a substantial change in the agricultural systems of 
many countries; and for the first time, multilateral protection of knowhow, trade secrets, undisclosed 
information will be provided and this may have substantial implications on tacit knowledge and 
technology transfer based on FDI. 
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iii) The globalization of the world economy, the opening up of economies in developing 
countries and the increasing privatization of knowledge will have significant effects on the supply 
and demand for technology. On the supply side, firms which own technology will be more hesitant 
to transfer technology because of fear of creating competitors in a globalized market and also 
because given the liberal reforms in developing countries. owners need not invest or license to 
penetrate protected markets but instead can use trade. It is thus likely that the price of technology 
will increase. On the demand side, technology acquirers which traditionally can compensate for 
higher costs by working in protected markets are now operating in an environment where they have 
to compete "ith foreign companies in the domestic market They will therefore need to become 
more efficient in the selection, use and assimilation of technology. 

iv) Given these developments in the international scenario for technology transfer which are 
affecting the supply and demand for technology, certain elements are suggested for national 
technology policy formulation, inter alia. an adaption-oriented technology policy which emphasiz.es 
absorption of foreign technology rather than crealion of new technology as in the examples of the 
Republic of Korea and Japan and here. the involvement of the private sector is crucial: more 
attention to the building up of domestic capability to take knowledge and undertake adaptive efforts: 
improved capacity to select and negotiate technology in the light of the expected difficulties in 
obtaining technology; and increased efforts to integrate importation with domestic kchnological 
efforts. 

E. Briefing on the EC FAST (Forecasting and Assessment on Science and Technology) 
Research Programme on Transfer of Technology: 

13. Dr. Georges Thill briefed the meeting on the activities of the FAST Programme of the EC and 
the results of the Theme C Programme on science and technology which aims to provide a vision 
and an approach towards a global perspective for science and technology in the year 2010. The 
programme is anchored on the philosophy that complex interactions of a social, cultural, economic, 
political, ethical and institutional nature encom~ the discussions on S & T. In other words, 
technology ~ssment is promoted as an interdisciplinaiy approach where technology is viewed as 
a social process which requires understanding as to its nature, its value and social utility, in addition 
to an evaluation of its feasibility and economic utility. Its approach is a proactive research on 
sustainable development and the role of science and technology as an instrument for co~evelopment 
and ~etermination for a world population of 8 billion by the year 2010. The challenge of 
technological forecasting under this programme· s approach is to go beyond the classical contrasts 
of developing country/developed country, producer/user, etc; to put into perspective economic, 
political, social, educational, ethical. ecological and environmental considerations; to increase the 
density and range of interaction among participants; and analyu the critical areas that will promote 
~evelopment and co~eterminalion forthe world economic system. In its research, the programme 
involves the collaborative efforts of many groups such as SPRU at Sussex University, the MERIT 
Programme in Maastricht. Ecotech. Centre for System Studies and PRELUDE, among others. as a 
way of learning from the diversity of opinions, experiences, visions and needs perceptions of various 
sectors. 

14. The approach involves the following steps: identification of the desirable vision for the future 
of the global system/society among the many realistic possible scenarios; assessment of the 
contributions of S & T to enhance the capability of mankind to decide and take proper actions to 
achieve the desirable vision of the future by contributing to respond to the global prospects, 
problems and challenges at all levels; selection of the priority areas where a revisited S & T global 
agenda would better contribute to create stable conditions and mechanisms for now and the future 
which are instnunental to the satisfaction of the needs and aspirations of the 8 billion people; 
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identification of obstacles thal now and in the future are preventing S &. T to be designed, developed 
and diffused in the general interest of the world population and on which actions from the EC can 
have a dctcnninant inftuence; ~ent of the EC S &. T agench& in comparison with the nc:eded 
S &. T and the S &. T priorities •sbonlist", and proposals for Protocols for Action in the sbort-lenn, 
mid-lenn and long-lenn. Four priority anz for S &. T development nave been identified as follows: 
shelter and human settlements; education; communications; and energy ec<H:fficient living. 

15. The programme suggests thal as borne out by many researches, the transfer of skills and 
hybridi7.3tion i.e., the local creation and institutionalization of an innovative process, and 
interdisciplinary and intersectoral fertilization which takes into account the local knowhow, social 
and cultural reality and user needs, is not taking place. This situation is further aggravated by the 
growing "triadization" of technology and increasingly in the hands of multinational corporations. 
There is therefore the strong need to move from bansfer to hybridization. Studies prepared by the 
programme provide empirical evidence on the role of associative networlcs as an appropriare 
instrument to cope with the need for interdisciplinary and inters:ctoral fertilization and hybridi:zation. 
Associative networks, which consist of different human actors, social groups and institutions are 
open procesv.s of communication, exchange, common decision and aHlevelopment. The 
associative network approach enables complex. highly hctcrogenous situations to be tackled in a 
systemic and global fashion under the condition thal all involved actors and researchers are engaged. 

16. The EC has also embarked on a Programme of Research and Liaison between Universities for 
Development "'~1erwise known as PRELUDE. The programme involves more than 850 researchers 
in 63 countries involved in scientific coordination. 

F. Acquisition and transfer of environmentally-sound technologies: Access, opportunities 
and barrien for developing countries 

17. Dr. Fuchs of the Stam berg lnstitut of Gennany presented to the meeting the preliminary results 
of ongoing research on the above subject. the highlights of which are as follows: 

i) In a widely cited ~stimate made by the OECD in 1992, the global market for 
environmentally sound technology is projected at US$ 300 billion, the estimate largely comprising 
end-of-pipe technologies or those used to remove environmentally dangerous substances or 
recyclable materials from solid waste, wastewater, flue gas. These technologies are often 
inexpensive and available but the cost of building the processing facilities and installation of 
necessary equipment may be considerable. In addition, there is what is deemed as a practical 
unavailability of these technology arising from the lack of access to infonnation on sourcing. In 
contrast, environmentally sound production processes, i.e., those used to avoid the emergence of 
environmentally dangerous substances and toxic waste and to save raw materials, energy and water, 
are generally expensive and access may be difficult as the technology is integrated into a complex 
production process, for instance, in the textiles industry. 

ii) Apart from the problem of access and cost of clean technology. the transfer process itc;elf 
has failed in many cases because of the lack of technical competence among potential users, which 
is a precondition to the efficient use of the technology. 

iii) There is a high degree of concentration of patent applications and grants of patents for 
clean technologies ntarly exclusively among OECD countries and among a limited number of firms 
in these countries particularly in areas which promise extraordinary profits for patent holders such 
as in the production of lacquers, dyestuffs and paints. Empirical data suggests that there exists a 
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positive conclalion between the size of the finn, the number of palents and the profitability of the 
market to be exploited. 

iv) In the textile industry, dala collected implies that the whole dynamics of innovalion is 
dominated by the leading manufacturers of textile machinery which often incorporates single aspects 
of clean technological processes to save on production costs, improve quality or to comply with 
governmental environmental laws. Access to clean technology in these cases is detennined by the 
fact that the technology is part of a whole complex of production technology which may be 
embodied in machinery or a whole production process. The required clean technology cannot be 
separated ftom this package. Furthennore, the latest and most sophisticated fonn of clean technology 
is usually transferred if a completely new plant is built. These patterns seem to characteri7.e the 
transfer of clean technology in general. 

v) Apart ftom most end-of-pipe clean technologies on a turnkey basis, it is not always easy to 
estimate the real costs of clean technology as usually. it is supplied and transferred as part of a 
complex system. 

vi) There is ample evidence pointing to the relocalion of heavy polluting industries to 
developing countries to avoid environmental standards in the industrialized countries mainly due to 
less strict environmental laws and weaker enforcement in the former countries. 

vii) Some suggested ways to improve transfer of environmentally sound technologies are: 
to establish a network which will facilitate exchange of infonnalion between companies, 
organi7.alions and countries in the rapidly developing field of clean, input-efficient and waste
reducing technology, including an awareness campaign particularly for small and medium sized 
finns in developing countries; and subsidy for relevant R & D such as by public institutions, as well 
as for investment in clean technologies. 

G. Trends in Technology Transfer Policy and Effects on Technological Capacity Building, 
the Case of the Republic of Korea 

20. During the '60s, Korea adopted an outward looking strategy focusing on light consumer goods 
industries for import substitution and at the same time, expanding exports of industi'ial goods. 
During this period, technology flowed in primarily through tum-key anangements. lmportalion of 
foreign capital goods was preferred over building up of domestic capital goods industry. At the 
same time, the government relied more on long-term foreign loans than on FDI. Acquisition of 
foreign technologies was primarily through informal rather than formal modes. Given this 
background, technology transfer policy in Korea in the '60s was biased in favor of informal 
technology acquisition through imports of tum-key plants and capital goods rather that formal 
modes, i.e., FDI or licensing. The restrictive policies placed on FDI and licensing in the mid-'60s 
as a result of the serious foreign exchange shortage had in fact very little effect on technology flows. 
Rather, it was the strong export-orientation of Korean industries which facilitated rapid technology 
acquisition through exposure to international competition and the opportunities of working with 
foreign firms through such anangements as OEM manufacturing, technical training and consultancy 
provided by tum-key suppliers and tum-key arrangements, among others, and the capacity of 
existing manpower to undertake reverse engineering. 

21. In the decade of the '70s, the focus was on technology-intensive heavy machinery and chemical 
industries. The strategy adopted was increased protection against imports in addition to providing 
incentives for local manufacture in industries considered to be strategic. This created an enonnous 
demand for imported technologies. The Government responded by easing governmental approval 
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procedures on FDls • encouraging joint '\"CDtures '\\idi higher technology transfer effects and 
liberalizing rules on technology importation. The liberalization on technology imports took a step
by-step approach: first. through the cl~ification of technology imports into three categories. i.e .. 
those subject to automatic approval. to quasi-automatic approval and to inspection prior lt' approval: 
second. the merging of the first two categories of approval~ and third. the expansion of cases for 
automatic approval to include all technology imports with a contract period not exceeding I 0 years 
and with a royalty within I 0 per cent of sales. At the same time. FDI was also rapidly liberalized 
with the opening up of many new industries to foreign investors and simplification of approval 
procedures. In 1978 when the first of the series of liberalization measures was taken. technology 
imports increased by 26.8% and since then. at an annual rate of :lbout 20%. 

22. The period of the '80s saw the Korean economy facing severe structural difficulties as a result 
of both internal and external events. This led the government to introduce a series of institutional 
refonns to promote the role of the market and rerluce government intervention. This involved 
liberalization of FDI regulations as well as those involving foreign licensing. in the latter cze. 
involving complete liberalization such that by 1984. the approval system has been transfonned into 
a mere notification system. The effect of this liberalization may be gleaned from the increased 
quantity of technology purchased for the period 1984-1990 as reflected in payments made. Of a 
total of 4,925.5 million dollar payments for the period 1962 - 90, 83.1% represented payments made 
ID the period 1984 - 90. 

H. The UNIDO Programme on Technology Acquisition and Negotiation 

23. The Meeting was briefed by the Chief of the Technology Acquisition and Negotiation Section 
on UNIOO's programme on technology acquisition and negotiation consists of an integrated and 
mutually supportive package of programme elements consisting of: 

- Policy and institutional component 
- Human resource development activities 
- Advisory services, and 
- Empirical analyses and publications 

24. The policy and institutional component involves assistance to developing countries in the 
fonnulation of technology transfer policies; and in the setting up of appropriate lt:gal and 
institutional infrastructures in relation to technology acquisition and evaluation. The latter also 
involves establishing in existing institutions the capability to render technology advisory services 
to entrepreneurs and the business community in the choice, selection, evaluation, negotiation and 
implementation of technology transfer transactions and to promote technology development activities 
e.g., linking enterprises, associations and R & D institutions. 

25. Under this component. UNIDO has been promoting a network of cooperation involving 
institutions in developing countries dealing with technology acquisition and evaluation activities. 
It was put in place at a time when developing countries in particular knew very little about 
technology transfer cperations and therefore evolved around the exchange of information on 
contractual tenns and conditions of technology transfer as a means of improving the leverage and 
enhancing the decision-making process for technology importers. It has since evolved into broader 
aieas both in terms of scope of activities and the character of its networking. Linkages among 
institutions and organi7.alions engaged in different aspects of technology transfer, adaptation, 
development and use is being promoted as a new feature of network. This would involve S & T 
agencies, technology promotion agencies, boards of investments, industrial associations and 
professional organi7.alions and as is the idea behind the concept of associative networks under the 
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FAST programme, this networking is a facility which promotes dialogue and cooperation at regional 
and international levels among technology institutions of developing countries and between 
institutions representing technology buyers and technology suppliers. It is also an avenue for mutual 
learning as it draws upon the d!versity of experiences, perspectives, visions and needs perceptions 
of various participants in the network. Cooperation takes place through institutional staff exchanges, 
exchange of experts, study visits and on-the-job training, exchange of infonnation and sharing of 
experiences as a supportive approach to building or strengthening national capacities to acquire, to 
negotiate, to adapt and develop externally sourced technologies including the strengtheaing of the 
policy capacity. It is also a unique source of up-to-date data and information on technology 
transfer transactions at the national and intemational levels which facilitates the monitoring of 
technology transfer trends and developments and bas provided an effective institutional basis for 
promoting cooperation and improving understanding between technology suppliers and recipients. 

26. The human resource development component involves systematic educational activities aimed 
both at enhancing professional skills of developing countty negotiators, e.g., government officials, 
entrepreneurs and professionals, and in creating self-sufficient training capabilities in the field of 
technology transfer negotiations. Activities are carried out through workshops and seminars on 
technology acquisition and technology transfer negotiations and the development of teaching 
materials which are now being consolidated into a manual on technology transfer negotiations. 

27. The Manual is a product-service package which consolidates in an innovative way UNIDO's 
knowledge and experience in the training of technology transfer negotiators. It is so structured as 
to cover in a comprehensive way the range of subjects which entrepreneurs, government officials 
and decision-makers dealing with technology acquisition are likely to be confronted with during the 
various phases of the technology transfer process, not only from the buyers point of view but from 
that of the supplier as well. In its final form, it will consist of twenty-one modules grouped around 
thematic clusters surrounding the technology acquisition process, i.e., a cluster of general 
information on technology transfer and development, technology market characteaistics, the role of 
intellectual property protection and success factors for transfer of technology; a second cluster giving 
more detailed and practical infonnation on the legal environment in industrialized countries, the 
legal environment in developing countries, financing sources for technology transfer, sources of 
information, technology evaluation, bidding and procurement and the dynamics of the negotiation 
process; a third cluster containing core infonnation on how to approach the contractual phase that 
is, infonnation on basic legal notions in technology transfer, principles of contract drafting, ~eneral 
structure and types of agreements, training, payment and guarantee provision; and a final cluster 
dC21Jing with the complex fonns of technology transfer such as strategic partnering and joint 
ventures. In line with its product-service package concept, the Manual is supplemented by a 
collection of standard and normative documents including a glosSCU}' of terms, a trainer's set with 
instructions and notes for trainers and case studies. 

28. In its entirety, the Manual is the instrument with which UNIDO is able to organize its capacity
building activities with more focus, develop its programme for training trainers and enable 
institutions in deve''Jping countries to conduct their own training programmes on the basis of 
UNIDO's methodologies and standards. The Manual is therefore meant not only for teaching 
negotiators but for developing skills of trainers as well. 

29. The 1dvison services component. otherwise known as UNIDO's Technological Advisory 
Services (T AS) programme, provides assistance to government institutions or companies of 
developing countries at the time of negotiations with foreign suppliers and partners, thereby 
strengthening their negotiating position directly .i!uim. TAS offers assistance to negotiators in all 
matters related to the acquisition of technology through contracts, for example, preparing tender 
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documents; evaluating proposals and selecting suppliers; preparing for negotiations~ drafting 
agreements; providing advice during negotiations and resolving problems which may arise during 
negotiations. 

30. The empirical analyses and publications component is an ongoing activity which is intended 
to keep developing countries abreast with developments in the international technology transfer 
arena: info.med sufficiently enough to b: able to formulate national policies md strategies of 
dealing with the rapidly changing environment; and guided in their acquisition and negotiation 
processes. UNIDO disseminates studies and analyses of technology transfer trends and 
developments with particular attention to their implications to developing countries. Issues of 
technology acquisition in the field of new and emerging technologies such as environmentally sound 
technologies are also given focus. 

31. In addition. supplementary programmes involve the development of an &pert System on 
Contract Drafting and Negotiation and a programme on Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT). The first 
is a response to the constantly increasing demand for assistance in the contracting and negotiation 
of technology transfer. This Expert System with its data bank of clauses and contractual structures 
relating to different types of agreements and different sectors, and information on the legal 
requirements of specific countries, will allow negotiators to draft contracts suitable to the kind of 
amngement being envisioned, the sector and the legal environment where the contract is to be 
concluded. As such, it will facilitate negotiations, reduce the time and cost of contract drafting and 
improve the quality of contracts. The Expert System which can be used both by the recipient and 
the supplier will come as a package of the knowledge system, a software, advisory and training 
services. 

32. UNIDO has also developed a programm~ on BOT consisting of the following elements: i) the 
establishment of guidelines and standard procedures for the negotiation and implementation of BOT 
amngements; ii) the availability of an advisory task force that can service requests for assistance 
in connection with specific BOT projects; and iii) technical assistance al the enterprise, national or 
regional levels for capacity building and policy advice related to the implementation of the BOT 
scheme. The draft Guidelines for the Development. Negotiation and Contracting of BOT Projects 
is in the process of finali7.alion. 

33. UNIDO also publishes a quarterly TIES Newsletter containing information on technology 
transfer related developments worldwide including policy, legislative and institutional developments 
al the national level and articles covering recent trends and new and innovative forms of technology 
business. 

IV. DISCUSSIONS 

34. Summarized hereunder are the important points raised during the discussions: 

35. The varied experience of cow1tries bears out the absence of any single model or "formula" for 
technological growth and development. To cite an example, acquisition of foreign technology in 
the Republic of Korea in the '60s was predominantly through informal, i.e., tum-key arrangements, 
rather than formal modes such as licensing and FDI. There was also greater reliance on long-term 
foreign loans than FDis. Technology transfer policy was therefore biased in favor of informal 
technology acquisition through imports of tum-key plants and capital goods. At some stage, 
protection from imports through tariffs was adopted as a way of supporting strategic industries 
which were being developed. Singapore, on the other hand, acquired technology through FDI 
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particularly from MNCs which were viewed by the Government as the most effective means of 
transferring technology and the fastest route to technology development. There was therefore a 
general economic openness to investments by MNCs through generous tax incentives. absence of 
restrictions on foreign equity investments. remittances of profits and technology transfer. plus 
minimal trade tariffs. 

36. In short. one may say that countries, while following different macllHCOnomic policies and 
strategies undoubtedly reflecting or influenced by national characteristics, may end up achieving the 
same goal. Both economies have seen a transformation that qualifies them as NICs. Similarly. one 
may not simply replicate or transplant one or the other approach to other developing countries with 
the same measure of success. 

37. There are, however, some common denominators despite the differences in economic 
philosophies adopted by countries. Among the more explicit ones are the accumulation of technical 
skills and creation of indigenous technological competence through a policy of build-up of education 
in general and scientific and technical education in particular and the creation of strong scientific 
and technological systems, i.e., support for local R & D to adapt products and techniques to local 
conditions. In other words, what may differentiate success from failure, in the final analysis, is the 
availability of human capacity to make wise adaptations in consonance with the local environment. 
local conditions .:md objectives. 

38. The example of Singapore is worth noting. During the '70s and '80s, Singapore promoted R 
& D institutes to cany out indigenous R & D of an applied nature and to provide resources of 
manpower, skills. technology, knowledge and products and processes to the private sector. At the 
same time, tertiary institutes were developed to provide a steady source of highly-trained scientists 
and engineers for research institutes and indusuy, conduct basic research and collaborate with 
industty in joint projects, consultancy and in-house courses. It was a definite and firm commibnent 
to the development and promotion to S & T that led to the setting up of a National Science and 
Technology Board and the adoption of a National Technology Plan which identifies key technology 
areas where Singapore aims to develop technological competence. Added to these is the deliberate 
approach to promote R & D institute and private sector collaboration through collaborative R & D. 
licensing. joint venture arrangements, contract R & D and consultancy. 

39. In general, policy and institutional approaches by governments of developing countries in the 
field of technology transfer have been evolving according to both internal and external factors. 
Regulatory regimes in the '60s and '70s were heavily focused on reducing the foreign exchange 
costs of technology imports and rliminating restrictive business clauses in contracts with very little 
atrention to the building up of local technological capabilities with the exception of a few countries 
such as Korea and India. In many instances, technology development was treated separate)~· under 
a different institutional set-up much divorced from the technology transfer institutions. The result 
was a lack of productive interaction between technology transfer and technology accumulation and 
development. Furthermore, the emphasis on costs. reducing royalty payments and eliminating 
business restrictions was a very static interpretation of the nature of technology markets and the 
motives of technology suppliers. Eventually, control of costs can deprive the economy of needed 
technology rather than improving the terms of its acc:'.!Uisition. 

40. The decade of the '80s saw the gradual easing up of regulations on technology transfer in many 
countries for various reasons. In some cases, it was simply subsumed in the wave of liberalization 
and opening up of the economy in line with structural adjusunents required by international or 
regional commitments and obligations. In others, regulations were either abolished or applied with 
great flexibility in line with a "market-friendly" approach to foreign invesunents. Technology 
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transfer institutions which were baditionally canying out screening and regulatory functions started 
shifting their orienwion towards the rendering of advisory services in the fonn of access to 
technological information. assistance in contract preparation aed in contract negotiation and other 
business-oriented services. More importantly, here is now an emerging awareness of the need for 
a d:liberatc transfonnalion from a policy of regulation to an •acquisition•-orientcd policy, i.e .. 
giving focus on strengthening domestic absorptive capabilities to support technological learning and 
accumulation from technology imporwion. 

41. No doubc. there bas to be a grealer awareness on changes taking place in the international 
arena for technology transfer in the light of their potential repercussions for developing countries 
particularly as regards access to and ·ransfer of technologies. Recent studies and researches reveal 
the following trends: 

- on the aggregate. global R &. D expenditures have been increasing despite the worldwide 
economic slowdown suggesting the importance of innovation-based advantages to production and 
international competitiveness: 

- a high roncentration of R &. D activities in the developed economies, particularly in the 
Triad countries of USA, Japan and EC and an extn:mely small share by Third World countries: 

worldwide participation of the private sector in global R &. D activities as a means of 
maintaining technological competer ·e and competitive advantage has also markedly increased: 

in the face of mounting R &. D expenditures, mergers, joint ventures and other types of 
strategic alliances have characterized the behavior of many finns manufacturing high-technology 
products. This type of collaboration has largely been concentrated within the Triad although some 
alliances have been established with NIC finns particularly in the sectors of microelectronics, 
telecommunications, consumer electronics ar..t the automotive industry. 

- core technologies, i.e., infonnation technology, biotechnology and new materials, which 
constitute the basis of many future technological developments affecting manufacturing and services 
and consequently of competitive advantage, play a very important role in strategic technology 
partnerings. 

42. A similar asymmetry is observed as regards direct foreign investment. Trends in geographical 
distribution reflect concentration of global investment flows in developed countries though recently, 
the participation of developing countries in inward FDI has started to grow. The distribution of FDI 
flows among developing countries is also characterized by a high degree of concentration and 
polarization. The bulk of the flows to developing countries are destined to a handful of newly 
industrializing countries and least developing countries as a group are being marginalized in the 
process. On another angle, increasing FDI trends and decreasing technology transfer of a 
disembodied nature particularly for the most dynamic sectors is a manifestation of the tendency by 
tech"ology owners to protect and control technology. 

43. These trends indicate that the policy issues have changed and developing countries have to put 
in place alternative ruategies and policy instruments covering both public and corporate concerns 
which will enable effective response to these developments. Ensuring access to technologies at 
reasonable tenns and conditions is still a key issue in this exercise. Awareness of the importance 
of indigenous technological capability to ensure that absorption takes place is another key clement. 
It now becomes more crucial to enhance technological capability in all its dimensions in order for 
firms to compete both in the domestic and international markets. The ability to design and re~esign 
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products and production processes is one key dimension as this capability paves the way for 
innovation and for adapting to targeted markets. \\ildbcr domestic or international. Some 
governments may take a more active and direct role in concrctizing this awareness particularly in 
certain strategic industries. Others may simply opt for lending strategic support. ralher than 
intervention. as a more effective way of government participation in the process and allow local 
initiatiw: in technology cooperation and sharing to fuel domestic productive activities. Such 
support may come in the form of sustaining skill fonnation. encouraging collaboration between R 
&: D institutes and business. developing advisory. consultancy and negotim.ion capabilities. 

44. The essence is that there are definitely still important roles for governments with respect to the 
acquisition of human capabilities essential for the proper technology selection. negotiation and 
adaptation processes as well as the institutional devices needed to facilitate its diffusion within the 
country. There is indeed a whole area of influence on structural factors. e.g .• absorptive capabilities 
of enterprises. 

45. There was consensus that the emerging global environment and its implications for developing 
countries require a fresh response in terms of new forms of international cooperation and the new 
role of international organizations such as UNIDO. The global changes require an approach that 
would respond to new and emerging needs of developing countries such as those arising from 
opening up of economics to competition. including the economics-in-transition which need not only 
to adopt to the world economy but to link their technological potentials and capabilities within the 
context of a. global economy. Policy analysis and advice in a liberal environment is an area where 
presently an enormous gap exisrs and where UNIDO is in a good position to assist in. Aside fiom 
improving terms and conditions of acquisition of technology through contracts, new issues and 
ideas which could be the subject of policy analysis and advice are: improving absorptive capabiliti.:s 
or maximizing technological learning; maximizing technological benefits fiom formal and informal 
channels of technology transfer, for instance, OEM arrangements. subcontracting and expons; how 
to efficiently use existing technology including reference to such issues as intangible investments; 
organizational technology ; new forms of technology business such as strategic alliances; attention 
to improving on existing technologies through quality, productivity and environmental programmes. 
In addition, it was suggested that policy prescriptions should be qualified according to different 
groups of developing countries, for instance, for the least developed. the medium group and those 
in the catching-up stage, as the needs of these groups could vary significantly. 

46. The view was also expressed that new approaches to international cooperation should be derived 
taking into account the increasing role of the private ::a:tor and MN Cs in p3fticular in the globalized 
economy. the re-emerging role of FDls as a channel for technology transfer and the growing 
asymmetric development in relevant international intervention, i.e. increasing protection and control 
over technology by developed countries as manifested in the TRIPs negotiations under GA IT and 
the absence of any international instrument for regulating misuse of monopoly power. In this 
coMection, the imponance of information for overcoming insufficiencies was highlighted; for 
instance, information on the range of alternatives available and technology market opportunities. 

4 7. The view was expressed that the UNIDO effons for a systematic approach to training of 
technology transfer negotiators amidst this climate of change is commendable and its outreach 
should be expanded. The increasing difficulties in obtaining technology by developing countries 
including increasing costs of acquisition make it imperative for developing countries to become very 
efficient in the selection, acquisition and negotiation of technology. Enhancement of professional 
skills in this field is a very imponant service. Likewise, access to commercial and legal 
information is deemed to be very crucial as well as direct advisory assistance at the negotiation 
stage. The improvement of the policy capacity at the finn level should be incorporated in the 
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negotiation ftarnework. i.e .• the corporate policy approach in addition to the public policy. as \\-ell 
as the integration of the transfer process \\ith local capabilities. This. togeth:r \\ith inclusion of 
topics on management and financial issues, will enhance the business orientation of the training 
programme while at the same time strengthening 'told on enterprise-oriented clientele. Indeed. 
access to technology and enhancement of negol! .. capabilities have to be considered in the 
context of the new competitive environment to which developing country enterprises are now a J.art 
of. The view was further expressed that the Manual on Technology Transfer Negotiations is an 
excellent instrument for such training and expens fiom developing COUJ?tries should 0e trained in 
the proper use of the Manual. 

48. Another area of international collaboration is among mtemaliooal organizations themselves 
where complementarities and opportunities for cooperation exist. Networking and operational 
relationships should be promoted between international organizations including international research 
groups working in the field of S & T. for synetgistic effect as well as to avoid duplication of efforts. 
Joint researches may be undertaken or exchange of studies. research results and working materials 
as well as joint sponsorships of seminars and workshops. Needless to say. s-.ic:h collaboration could 
greatly enrich the delivery of services and technical assistance by these organizations. 

49. The Meeting welC0111cd the multidisciplinary approach of the EC FAST Programme in 
elaborating on the role of S & T in world development, its expressed concern over the increasing 
"Triadization" of the world economy and towanls incrczing the access of and eventually the 
contribution from developing countries to the world S -t T. The view was expressed that there is 
now the need to transfonn this programme into a policy agenda with the appropriate 
recommendations for bringing developing countries into the mainstream of this programme such as 
for instance through joint work in R & D and technical cooperation programs. 

50. In discussing the preliminary results of the study on environmentally sound technologies. the 
question was raised on the possibility of coming up with a finite categorization of environmentally 
sound technologies that will enable the identification of issues specific to each category. The view 
was expressed that sucb a categorization will enable an examination of the extent to which 
environmentally sound technologies represent issues of their own vis-a-vis new and cmergin~ 
technologies technologies or technologies in general. 

51. In reply. it was expressed that to a certain extent, environmentally sound technologies are a 
special case, one reason being. because it represents a political issue for which governmental 
legislations are becoming the response. Because of its political sensitivity, concern for clean 
technologies is also becoming an issue of image. 

52. To the first question, the expert replied that a categorization has in fact been undertaken 
including a differentiation of conditions of transferability, i.e., end-of-pipe technologies being often 
inexpensive and easily available except that knowledge is dispersed; clean technologies relating to 
whole production processes which may be expensive and access difficult because it concerns the 
whole process of production; environmentally sound inputs which may be more easily uansferTCd 
through machioel} and equipment; and environmentally sound outputs where market differentiation 
through trademarks is an important characteristic. 

53. The Meeting was informed of the conclusions reached by some researches that the main obstacle 
to transfer of environmentally sound technologies is not so much the supply but the demand due to 
lack of awareness and lack of knowledge by potential users. In this coMection, the same researches 
reveal that technologies which arc clean arc also efficient. The cost problem is also another obscaclc 
as the introduction of these leehnologics often require huge investments. 
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54. The Meeting was also informed of a project being undertaken by the Centre for the ?romotiOD 

of Imports from Developing Countries (CBI) ofNetbcrlands OD reverse transfer of technology. i.e .• 
the flow of technology from the South to the North. This has its lmis OD the results of preliminary 
investigalions which indic:ared that there are a number of institutions in developing countries which 
can assist Netherlands industry. say. in c:onsultancies. civil engineering and olhcr services. On the 
demand side. however, a pcn:cival obstacle to entry is the lack of awareness OD the C.'q)Cnise and 
possibilities available. The view ~ expressed dial the topic of rcvcrsc transfCr of tedanology 
needs to be promoted and th-:rc is a need to gadaer and disseminate infonnaliOD on good examples. 
case studies and success stories OD the subject. 

V. CONCLUSIO~ AND ~COMMENDATIONS: 

55. Emerging trends in the .. ,temalimaJ technology transfer arena. with their potential implications 
OD developing couatries in terms ctl access to and cost of tedmology. highlight the need for the 
adoption of ccrt.aill policy measu1a that would c:nable developing countries still to catch-up and 
participare in a globalized CCOllOmy. Such measures should take into account the following: 

- a comprehensive \lew of technology tnmsfer where the elements of transfer are inseparable 
from the elements of assimilation and intcgntion with local tccbnological capabilities. This becomes 
particularly crucial due to the iKrcamlg knowledge-intensity of production and the required 
availability of local competence to ensure maximiz.alion of users benefits. 

- a dual approach of harnessing technology from extcmal sources and develc.,>ing and 
adapting technologies indigenously through an assimilation-oriented R 1£ D strategy. with a major 
commitment to education and training with special emphasis on managerial and commercial training. 

- promoting a more efficient process of selecting. acquiring. negotiating and assimilating 
transfcned technologies in order to meet tbe new competitive challenges emerging from the 
globalization of the world market and liberaliz.alion of developing countries· economies; 

- adequate integration between technology tr.msfcr and investment policies taking into 
account the growing importance brought about by the globalization of the world economy; 

mobilization of local rcsean:ll and development facilities for rcdmology development and 
for establishing linkages with the various components in the tecbnolcgy system, for instance. the 
users of technology; 

- establishing a simultaneous access to technology and markets such as through the promotion 
of exports as a means of creating markets or through OEM arrangements as a means of accessing 
technologies; 

- maximizing technological benefits from both formal and infoamal channels of technology 
acquisition. 

56. The growing technological protectionism among the developed economies as reflected in the 
current rcfonn of the international intellectual property system and the move towards an Agreement 
on Trade-Related Intellectual Pw,.ierty Rights (TRIPS) under GA TT meant to harmoniz: and 
establish the same standanls of protection for patents, copyrights, trademarks, industrial designs, 
geographical indications, integrated circuits and undisc!osed information also ~uirc thal developing 
countries establish awareness about the issues arising from this , \greement and the implications as 
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well as the opportunities relating to the ntgotiation and imolcmentation of technol<.'g}" transfer 
transactions. 

51. Trends in the global scenario likewise indicale that FDI is again becoming an increasingly more 
important channel of technology ttansfcr. This is a result of the: liberaliz.alion of government 
policies to\\-ards FDI worldwide and the importance of technology as a tool for establishing and 
maintaining competitive edge between and among finns. Developing countries should tty to 
maximize technological effects from FDI such as by developing and/or strengtbcning linkages with 
local design and R &: D activities. 

58. The role of institutions which have traditionally been dealing with technology transfer activities 
in a regulatory way and of the State in the process of transfer of technology need to be reassessed 
as well. In the context of the cum:nt opening up and liberaliz.ation of economics. institutions 
should senc as promoters of technology acquisition. transfer and development to industry. While 
the trend bas emerged for the dismanding of explicit controls over technology importation. the re
orientation of institutions have to be based on a solid undemanding of the needs of industry in tenns 
of R &: D activities. particularly adaptation of technologies; manpower training and hmnan resource 
development; advisory support in information sourcing. technology sourcing. partnering, contract 
negotiation, etc. 

59. It was noted that some common clements contributing to economic and technological growth 
can be identiried namely indigenous R &: D. a focused manpower development and a deliberate 
technology absorption policy. These clements for success seem to be hvgely independent of the 
very different macro-economic policies pursued by countries. 

60. In discussing the pcssiblc new dimensions of the UNIDO programme for facilitating greater 
access to technologies by developing countries and strcnPcning the domestic technological 
learning and accumulation process particularly in the context of the new global scenario. it was 
indicated that on the whole. the existing programme instruments consisting of poli~· advice. human 
resource development. advisory services and information dissemination are adequate tools for 
programme implementation. What is needed is a sharpening of focus in terms of responding to 
specific demands of speciiic target groups and the introduction of new clements in the content of 
the programme instruments. 

61. In the area of policy advice there was a call for the formulation of a new agenda which will 
take into account the need of developing countries for policies and strategies aimed at catching-up 
and participating in a globali7.Cd economy. Integral to the technology acquisition and assimilation 
process is the clement of the efficient USE of technology which brings about the concepts of 
incangible investments. organizational technojogy. and the business pmpective of technology 
transfer, e.g., management and financing issues. In this connection, there is a need to analyze and 
study how developing countries could maximize technological benefits from both formal and 
informal channels of technology transfer. e.g., OEM manufacturing, subcontracting and exports. 
UNIOO is in a good position to undertake this study as it bas the advantage of access to information 
and sources of information on successful cases which could be the basis for such analysis. Business 
encounters and exchange of practical experience within the country should be promoted as separate 
and valuable instruments for economic growth. UNJOO can help develop these instruments. 

62. Policy advice on the above issues may also be extended at the enterprise level where focus 
should be given to the integration of imported technologies with local capabilities and the 
development of iMova1ive capacities as highlights of a firm's corporate strategy. 
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63. In the context of the cumnt trend for opening up of economies. developing countries in gcncral 
and LOCs in particular would need ~stmcc OD bow to cope \\ith the effects :>f liberalization 
moves as far as ensuring access to suitable technologies at reasonable terms and conditions is 
conccmc:d. 

64. Furthennore. the specific problems and needs of the ea>001Dies in transition need attention. 
UNIDO must be able to provide advice to these countries to facilitate their particiJ>31ion in the world 
economic system taking into account their technological lh:Cds as well as their technological 
potaitials. In this context. it is important to envisage bow the significant R & D capacities can be 
linked to import and absorption of foreign technologies as well as to the export of dom~c 
embodied and disembodied technologies. 

6S. In the area of human resoun:e development. UNIDO has established a strong foothold in the 
market through the range and quality of services it has been extending which are at par with those 
of private-oriented organizations. The UNIDO approach and methodology for training technology 
tr.msfer negotiators as docmnentcd in the Manual OD Technology Transfer Negotiations have a clear 
private sector orientation and appeal that make the Manual a highly marlcetable product. 
Possibilities of self-financing should be explored in order to expand the outreach of this programme 
to the many countries who have already expressed a desire to benefit from it. 

66. However. further enhancement of the training programme may be made in the following areas: 
inclusion of modules on strengthening the policy-making capacity of developing country negotiators. 
be i: public policy or corporate poli"'"Y: enrichment of existing modules or inclusion of additional 
modules on specific topics relarcd to the business perspective of technology transfer_ This will give 
the programme an enhanced private sector focus which will then enable UNIOO to further build on 
its established relations with private business organizations. 

67. The extension of advisory suviccs should continue to be based on the specificities of country 
needs, priorities and aspirations; for instance, the priority for imr-roving on existing products and 
technologies; concern for global quality; enviromneatal concerns and technology management issues; 
the need for a sectoral and a production cluster approach. On the other hand, some countries may 
still need assistance at the institutional level such as in reviewing or in strengthening existing 
technology transfer mechanisms. 

68. In the field of environmentally sound tedlnology. a pilot study commissioned by UNIOO on 
access and b3rriers for developing countries to enviromnentally sound technologies show evidence 
that the process of acquisition and transfer follow the same pattern observed for new technologies 
associated with increasing productivity and competitiveness. A strong participation of private sector, 
specially transnational enterprises. in the innovation process, increasing costs for development and 
licensing, increasing tendency to locate in less regulated environment and selective sourcing of 
partners an: main features of this pattern. Some specific characteristics an: also to be noted, 
particularly the high political sensitivity determining the development and application of cleaner 
technologies. both in developed as well as in developing cou.,tries and the participation of dynamic 
non governmental organizations promoting the introduction of cleaner industrial process and 
products. The meeting recommended that the analytical efforts and assistance of lJNIOO should 
classify the different forms of clean technologies and develop appropriate stra1egies to promote 
transfer of each cluster of clean technologies. UNIOO should also focus on the promotion of an 
enabling environment for the introduction of cleaner technologies in developing countries, through 
awareness building and assistance in designing the necessary policies and incentives to promote their 
utilization. 



69. L'NIDO. with its varied clicntele and counterparts representing government institutions. business 
and industrial associations and professional organi7.3tions: its links with associalcd international 
agencies: and its established relations with academic and research institutions including its roster 
of high calibre experts and consultants. has in fact a unique network of collaborators which it can 
tap as a source of knowledge. information. skills and expertise in the field of technology acquisition. 
transfer and development. This networking. which may be expanded to include users· organiz.ations, 
should be maintained as a broad-based international cooperative effort which may be tapped to serve 
the changing needs of developing countries in the area of technology transfer and development. be 
it in the field of information. knowiedgc or expertise. 

70. The existing infonnation dissemination methods. e.g .• the TIES Newsletter. monograph series. 
guidelines. and training should be continued and periodically re-evaluated according to the 
increasing soun:cs of knowledge and information available. 

71. One specific area of need which has bccn identified is increased awareness on the present 
asymmetric regulatory framework c:ona:ming technology trarsfer issues particularly between 
developed and developing countries. UNIDO should also intensify its promotional efforts to increase 
awareness on the mechanisms of assistance available to developing countries under its technology 
programme. 

72. UNIDO should support efforts for promoting technical cooperation among developing countries 
(TCDC) as another avenue for improving access to technologies by developing countries and explore 
more dynamic approaches to encourage greater utiliz.ation of this mechanism. Since awareness that 
developing countries can also be a supplier of technological knowledge (reverse transfer of 
technology) is low. UNIDO should pay attention to this new phenomena and document cases to 
promote acceptance. so that the position of developing countries in this respect is strengthened. 

73. Coordination and collaboration with other international organiz.ations dealing with technology 
transfer and development sbO'dd be intensified as a way of optimizing on resources available such 
as in the form of information. knowledge, knowhow and technical assistance activities. 
Complcmentarities exist and present opportunities for conducting joint programs, for instance. 
linking certain elements of the EC FAST Theme C programme and future researches of global 
problems with the UNIDO training activities on technology transftr and acquisition: and similarly 
with the marketing promotion programmes of the ITC. including joint technical workshops. cross
participation in seminars. etc. and with relevant initiatives at the national level. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Technology transfer (by diJccl and i~ foans) 1 play a aucial role in the innovation process 
and. particularly. in technology diffusion. The scope and relative imporunce of the diffcrcnl modes 
of technology transfer vary over time and as a result of multiple factors affecting lhe supply and the 
demJnd of technology. Rca::ll literarure oo economic developmcnl and technology transfC"J" have 
identified and ~zed the delaminanlS of technology flows and of the differing apabilities -ar 
the fiun and country level- to absorb and opcntiooalize .:quiled technologies. 

1llis paper discusses a number of issues 11131 are likely to influence the patcms of tcdmology 
transfer to developing countries. Issues to be cxanined reble to qualitative changes in production and 
trade thal have taken place over the last two dcades and thal may substantially afft.a the supply and 
dc:mmd of technology. The globalizalioo of the world economy dezty is a major element for 
understanding the evolution of ICChnology flows nong finns and countties. 1llis is an overriding 
factor thal. coopled with recent policy challges in DUiiy developing countries. may help to explain 
amcnl ueods and futme sc:cmrios for technology transfer. 

Section I conceottalCS on a DUIDber of issucS 11131 afft.a the supply and demand of technology md 
thal dctc:mlioe a rapidly changing sc:cmrio for technology transfer. Fust. it considers the role of 
technology in trade and economic growth (section I. I). die aends in iespca of inungiole investmenlS 
:md. particularly. iesearch and development (R&D) (section 11) and the likely impact of shorter 
product lifeqdes in a alllleXt of globali7.alion of the wodd economy (section 1.3). Second. it deals 
with aends towads the privaliDtioo of science md growing f«lmological protectionism (section 1.4). 
Thinl. a special section is included in Older to discuss the implialioos for technology transfer of 
environmental coocems (sectioo lS). 1be ieblionship between technology transfer and mous stages 
of induslrializatioo is oonsidm:d in sectioo 1.6. In die light of this laaer discussion. the role of 
diffeacnt foanal modalities of tc:chnology aansfer -including uends on foreign direct investmenl 
towns developing oounuies-(section 1.7) and changes in the bargaining power of technology 
recipienlS are considered. 

Section D focuses on a set of intcmalional rcgulaory issues thal are likely to afft.a the demand 
of tedmology in developing countries. Section 0.1 desaibes the emerging international intelle.aual 
property system~ fnmed by imemational :qotialioos in course. partiwlarly within GATI. Section 
ll.2 briefly considers intcmalional conventioas and principles rclaling to the transfer of 
environmentally sound technologies and to biodiversity. 

Finally, section DI contains the main conclusions of the study and suggests some policy options 
and issues for further consideration in the area of technology transfer. 
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L CHANGES IN 11IE INTERNATIONAL SCENARIO FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

1. Tecbaology ma key compditin asset 

It is generally aca:pred today th.al Uldmology has become a key Bsct for finns' rompetitivcncss 
md munrries' economic growth. This pclCqJlion is based on a number of factual trends md new 
tbeolelical devdopmenls. 

First. produaion is i~ngly knowledge imensive. as a combined leSUlt of the emergcnc:c md 
expansion of infoanllion-and-toowledge based induslries md the diffusion of new process 
technologies (Drucker, 1986. p. 779). On the one side, there is a stmaural shift in OECD COUDbies 
to indusUies which ie inoovllion md skill incensive. such as elearooics, elearical, non-clecuical and 
II'IDSpOlt cquipmcnt2 as wdl as to service indusbies. On the other, new infoanalion-based technologies 
have DOl only affected high-tech SCiCIOIS but also find significant appliclliocs thal enhance productivity 
and quality in many industties whele technologies are manue md wdl diffused. 

Second, the acaunulalioa of iDllOVllive-based advantages is a perequisire for intrmational 
competitiveness. The film's tedmological capabilities and the characteristics of the nationaJ systan 
of iDDovllion in which it operates seem to derelmine ielative md absolute trade advantages (OECD. 
1992a, Oupttr 11). The panan ofuade in telllivdy high-technology intemive industries is primaily 
affected by countries' advantages in producl innovalion. The ability to raise efficiency through new 
process tedmologies (including flexible aatomllion) and organil.atiooal changes is. in bllll, aitical for 
inlanalional c:ompctitiveness in low nd medium tedmology intensive industries (Goglio, 1991, p. 23). 
'Technology is, in short. a key explanaory factor in iotemational ttade' 

Third, economic theory has foanllly iDcorponted technology as one of the distinct engines of 
economic groWlh'. Knowledge is iepnled now as a factor of production. lite capital and labour. In 
accmtanc:e with this approach. past iavcstments and accumulak:d knowledge open the possibility of 
a vinuous cyde in which invesbllelll spurs knowledge and knowledge spurs investmcnt. Lack of 
tmman capital rather than lack of invesbDcDI in physical capital, would be, thus, the most significant 
barrier for calching up by undm:levdoped COUDlries. 

In sum, technology is a aitical asset for production, competitiveness md long tam growth. 
Gtealer md explicit efforts are made by films md governments, parurullily in OECD countries, to 
build up md preserve technological .. vmtages. Those efforts ieflect themselves in scvenl indicators 
on imangible invcstmeuts and on science md tedmology, as welt as in films' md governments' 
altitudes towards technology transfer md diffusion, which ate considered below. 

2. Intangible investments and RAD upenditures 

Jrmovative activities ate difficult to define and measure'. Expcnditwes on innovative efforts 
include investments in physical assets (machinery and equipment) and on intangible investments, 
which cover all long-tean outlays by films aiming• i~asing futute perfonnance ocher than by the 
pwchase of fixed asscu. A major part of iatangible investments are related to technology, either to 
develop the knowledge md competence base acquisition via licenses, etc., delign, engineering and 
search activities) or to .. equaldy exploit (lhysicaJ and ocher intangible investments (training, 
infoanation and organil.llion). 
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Evidence on several OECD counaies. lhough still limited. de3rly indiares thal iDUDgible 
investmcm is growing nipidiy and thal. by some rncawrcs. it now exceeds physical invcsmicm. driven 
by the ~lion of the role of redlnology. skills :and orgmizalioo in oompelitivcncss. Oi p;nicular 
imporunce is the growth of R&D. which has oulSlrippcd the growth in machinery and equipment 
(OECDa. 1992. p. 123). The :analysis of recent trends in R&D in major indlistrialized counuies is 
useful to undclstand poceplioos and a!tinr:!~ on ledmology ttmsfer z well ~ furure prospects in the 
matrt::r. 

Filst.. ~ indialed by Figwe 1. R&:D expenditures have steadily giew since the 1970s. Their 
growth has been rcialivdy unatfcacd by economic slowdown; growth nles have been higher than 
average GDP growth mes. 1bcsc figures point to :an inaease in the me of innovation. 
DOlWithstmding the limitation of R&D expenditures ~ an indicator on innovative cffons. While the 
unit aist of pc:rfoaning R&D specific tasks may have dcdincd over the course of the past thirty years. 
in many arcz of basic scicDce md iodusttial R&D fixed costS have escalaled md strain the financial 
1CSOU1CCS flf even large <Xllp(ll2lioas (David. 1992. p. 12-13). In ltdmology-illleosivc induslrics. 
economics of scale in R&D are high md give large finns m absolute oost advantage. Thus. the 
development of a new drug oosts an estimated USS 200 million. the lqcst portion of which is 
11CCO•ntcd for by devclopmenl expeodinues. An avenge of USS 200 million to USS I billion is 
iequiied for each gcoention of process leehnology in the scmic::onductor industty (Fczgusoo. 1990). 
The development of Fool's Mondeo car aist USS 6 billion. Gc:ncnl Moors Saum USS S billion. md 
Onysler's Neon USS 1,2 billion (Business Weck. 3.S.93). 

Second. the p;rlicipalioo of the privae secra in total R&D expeoditmcs has also mark.edly 
inacased (see Figure 2). This does not mcm a lCCICa by the Stale in science md technology. In fact. 
the coactmeDt of the Competitiveness Aa i"? die United St.lleS md RCeDt policy mDOUDCelJleDtS by 
the ClintoD Adminisuation indicate a stteDgdlcned public role in R&D for civil applicaions'. The 
growing privae involvement in R&D icflects die vital imporlance of technology c:ompetence to 
survive md grow in a globalizd IWlteL US cnpontions expcnditmes on R&D pew• 7J'li a yea: 
through the early 1980 (Fortune, 19.10.92) They spent USS 74 billion on R&D in 1991. up 6.SCJi the 
previous year (Business Week. 29.6.92). 

Thild. R&D ~nues widely differ acaxding to the sedOl'S involved. Table 1 points out the 
intensity of R&D expenditure in die OECD area by induslries. The marted diffC1Cnces in the 
expccdi~output ratio have been largely ieoognized by innovation studies (Dosi, Pavitt and Soete. 
1990). While some sectors are essentially innovation users md ICCCivc innovations embodied in 
producer goods (e.g. textiles). Olbers (scale intensive sedOl'S. such as aatomobilcs) are predominantly 
innovation producers; a thild group. finally, al&<> is a sowce of innovations for ocher sectors (typically. 
elecuonics and chemicals). 
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TABLE I 

Intensity of R & D expenditure in the OF.CD area 

W cighing of 11 countries1 
- R & D expenditure/output ratio 

1970 1980 

HIGH HIGH 
1. Aerospace 25.6 I. Aerospace 
2. Office machines, 2. Office machines, 

computers 13.4 computers 
3. Fle.cttonics & components 8.4 3. Flcrtronics & components 
4. Drugs 6.4 4. Drugs 
5. Scientific instruments 4.5 5. Scientific instruments 
6. FJecttical machinery 4.5 6. Fk.ctrical machinery 

MEDIUM MEDIUM 
7. Chemicals 3.0 7. Cbcmicals 
8. Automobiles 2.5 8. Automobiles 
9. Other manufacturing 9. Other manufacturing 

industries 1.6 industries 
10. Petroleum refineries 12 10. Non-electrical machinery 
11. Non-electrical machinery I.I 11. Rubber, pWtics 
12. Rubber, plastics I.I 12. Non-ferrous metals 

WW WW 
13. Non-ferrous metals 0.8 13.Stone,clay,glass 
14. Stone, clay, glass 0.7 14. Food, Beverages, tobacco 
15. Shipbuilding 0.7 IS. Shipbuilding 
16. Ferrous metals 0.5 16. Petrol refineries 
17. Fabricated metal products 03 17. Ferrous metals 
18. Wood, cork, furniture 02 18. Fabricated metal products 
19.Food,bcveragcs,tobacco 02 19. Paper, printing 
20. Textiles, footwear, leather OJ 20. Wood, cork, furniture 
21. Paper, printing OJ 21. Textiles, footwear, 

lcalhcr 

22.7 

17.5 
10.4 
8.7 
4.8 
4.4 

2.7 
2.7 

1.8 
1.6 
12 
1.0 

0.9 
0.8 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.4 
03 
03 

0.2 

I Australia. Belgium. Canada. Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, un;.ted Kingdom 
and United States. 
Source: OECD 
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Fourth. there is an 0VC1Whelming gcognphical coocenlralion of R&D. Developing counuies on 
the most generous estimar.cs accounts for only about 6 per cent and wilhout China. probably less than 
4 per cent of global R&D (Freeman & Hagedoom, 1992. p. I 0)7

• Even within OECD the conccntnlion 
is imporunL In 1989, seven counaics acoounred for 91 % of tOlal OECD expenditwes. United Star.cs 
alone conccntraled 47'1- of the tOlal (~of which was accounted for by defence activities). Japan 
17.6'i- and the EC counUics 18Cl: (OECD. 1992b. p. 113) 

Privare R&D activities are also conc.entnled in u:uns of the fians that undc:ruke them. 
Transnational corporations play a significant and i~ing role in R&D _In the United Stales, for 
insunce. 28 corpool1.ioos account for about half the total pri\'3le R&D expenditures'. NOlWithsUoding 
this concentralion. a trend tov.-.ds an intemational dispersal of R&D activities has been observed. 
Large films are dccenttalizing part of those activities to foreign subsidimes and branches mainly in 
Olhcr OECD counUies. R&D spending by foreign somces rea:h high levels in Canada (26~ of 
national expenditures). United Kingdom (16,.9~) and Italy (9.6~)- U.S. companies and their 
subsidiaries account for a large pan of the total R&D spending by foreign finns in Olhcr ooumries 
(OECD, 1992b. p. 83-84). 

1be transfer of R&D activities to subsidiaries in developing countries has been made on a very 
limited scale, basically in relation to adaptive mks (UNll'CDM. 1992. p.136). There are a few 
exmiples (mainly in India and Brazil) of tr.msnaliooal corporations establishing R&D activities. which 
indicar.e thal such corporations may be aarac1ed to build up R&D facilities but in rather exceptional 
cases where an adequate infrastr.:dUl'C and high quality penonoel is available. 

Fifth. as a result of the inaeased R&D budgets. the risks involved in high-U:ch rcseach and the 
exacerbation of competition. in a roorcxt of slow camomic growth. agreements for joint research have 
prolifenrcd. On the one side. a number of public-supported programs have promoted joint 
undertak.ings either on precompetitive or competitive technologies. EC progmns -such as ESPRIT
fall within the latter category. while Eureka aims at IDOl'C short u:un marketable iesults. SEMA 1ECH 
in the United States is a good -apparently successful- eunple of government support' for imerfmn 
cooperation in a strategic field. not to mention the various cooperative programs laancbed by MITl 
in Japan. 

On the other side. a large number of "stntegic alliances" have been established in order to face 
growing technological and competitive challenges, particularly in the field of infoonation technologies 
and bioteehnology10

• IBM alone joined over 400 stralegic alliances; notably anong them is the 
partnership with Toshiba and Siemens to develop a new generation of DRAM chips. Though DJZJY 
of such alliances seem to have met partnen' expeaauons (exanplcs of lhese ioclude alliances between 
Coming and Dow Chemical; Merck and Aslra; Ford and Mal.da; Miaosoft and Apple), accon:ling to 
one source the rate of failure is also high (one thiJd of 49 alliances tracked). particularly when the 
alliances were focused on short tam l'1lher than on long teml objectives (Fortune. 21.9.92). With the 
exception of some cases where finns from NlCs are involved. strategic partnering has been limited 
to fians from industrialii.ed counUies. The reason is simple: "the key to being able to enter such 
relationships appears to be the possession by the NIE (New Industrializing Economy) of a key 
lt.chnology or some Olhcr complementary asset required by the OECD partner" (Ernst and O'Connor, 
1989). Few finns in developing countries are in a position to offer such assets11

• 

Finally, the organization of R&D activities is also changing from isolated units in corporate 
SUUCb.IJ'CS to a more interactive appro.:h whcreunder aesearehels work together with production, 
engineering and marketing personnel in the design and execution of new projects. As depicted by the 
inceractive model of innovation at the finn level (Kline and Rosenberg, 1986). R&D lends today to 
be an integnted process characteri:zcd by continuing interaction and feedback. In this model. a close 
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contact between production and R&D is promOled. leaving linle room for laboralories wort.ing in 
isolation within the oorporalion12

• Anolher feature of new R&D is, accooiing to Kodana, the 
combination of the ttaditional "break.through" approach by a "fusion" approach. i.e. the joint use of 
existing technologies (new materials, infoonalics, biotechnology) in Older to reach "hybrid" 
leehnologies (e.g. mechallonics and optoclearonics). Big conglomerates with a wide range of product 
lines are the most likely to benefit from this approach where the old maxim "one technology-0ne 
indusuy" no longer applies (Kodana, 1992. p. 70). 

In conclusion, several simultaneous ttends are di~able in the field of innovation md R&D in 
industriali7.ed countries. 1be increase of intangible investments md of R&D budgets suggests, on the 
one side. the growing importance of knowledge and skills in production and, on the other, the 
escalating costs thal innovative films (and countries) are due to pay in Older to remain competitive. 
Private sector share of R&:D outlays is growing and with it the appropriation of knowledge and most 
likely, the barriers to its diffusion (see section 1.4 below). Despite the decenttalizalion of some R&D 
from parent companies, the bulk of R&D continues to be ooncenttated in (a few) industriali7.ed 
countries. 

3. Product life-cycle and open economies 

1be shortening of the life-cycle of products, particularly in knowledge intensive industties, is a 
well known featme of the cunent innovation-led type of competition: "1be fieice competition is 
sholteoing product life cycles in every generation. Every competitor has to hire more engineers to 
develop, manufacture and market new products as quicldy as possible" (Uenohara, 1991, p.17). 

The life-cycle of products theory has provided a convioc::ing explanation for the behaviour of 
tcdmology hr'ders over the curve of maturity of a produd:rhe emagence. maturity and decline of 
a product (or cluster of product.s) offer diffeaent opportunities of entry to potential competitors. At an 
earlier phase. investment costs and experience requirements :se low, but technological and 
enttepreneurial comperence must be high. At the maturity stage, knowledge requirements are low (it 
is largely embodied in machinery and codified skills) but physical investments are higher than in the 
early phase. Capital bmiers and labour costs are then significantn. 

Said theory has also been useful to understand the dynamics of intcmational technology transfer, 
which will generally take place at the ~ stage, as a trmsferor's means to oblain extra-income 
through royalties from licensees or profits generated by foreign subsidimies. Many large induslrial 
films systematically exploited their licensing pocential during the 1960s and 1970s via transfcmng 
mature technologies to developing countries. Negotiations with licensees usually occuned only after 
the R&D effort was completed and the product or process standardized (Contractor, 1981, p. 40). 

One implicalion of the life-cycle model is thal the transfer of manue technology provides 
advantages to both the supplier and the ledpient of t«hnology. Given the age of the techoology 
transfered, however, the recipient films need to find "compensating advantages" to meet the 
competitive disadvantages arising from time lags in the transfer of technology. In Cooper's view "the 
existence of these compeosaling advantages in import- substituting economies is all too obvious: they 
take the foan of effectively captive marteu" (Cooper, 1991, p. 14). Many developing countries have 
undataken since last decade drastic sefoans aimed al liberalizing and opening their economies to 
foreign producU, leehnologies aod investments. In this new context, ruipient films will find more 
difficult. if it is possible al all. to compeoslle the sefared competitive disadvantages, not only because 
they would have to compeae with foreign products on the domestic market but also because they wm 
often need to export in order to make their operations profitable. 
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Shorter life<ydes might induce technology holders to transfer thr.ir technologies al an earlier 
stage of the cyde. in Older to recover more quickly R&D and other costs incurred in lheir 
development. Nevertheless. three consideralioos are likely to lead to a different behaviour. Fustly. the 
problems of appropriability of t.edmology are aucial. particularly in high-tech sectors (see next 
section) and technology holders do not want to create new competit~. 1be success of Korean fions 
in learning transferred technologies and building up export capabilities was not an unnoticed 
phenomenon. as mentioned beiow. Secondly. with amore liberalized woddeconomy. innovating fiuns 
may directly exploit thr.ir technologies OD a world scale through trade: to the extent thal tariff and 
other baniers have been reduced or eliminared. they need not to loot for licensing or FDI to enter a 
given market. Thirdly. rapid substitution of products in a globalized market imply thal old products 
become unprofitable soon and its transfer to thiid parties does not offer enough advantages neither to 
the technology owner (which might prefer to rely OD its newest versions) nor to pocential recipients. 

A globalized economy with an exacerbatcd competition is likely to change. in sum. the parums 
of technology transfer and. in particular. the relative importance of licensing. Open economies are 
likely to have a greaier reliance on infoonal transfers of technology. i.e. those taking place through 
the import of equipment and capital goods. since neither the producers of said equipment nor those 
that may provide supportive services (engineering md consultancy fiDns) compete in the markets 
where the eventual recipients operate. and ~fore they are not interested in delaying said transfers''. 

4. The privatization of science and technological protectionism 

1be knowledge aeated or improved by an innovative agent can be imperfectly appropriated by 
iL Imitation will take place a different rates depending. inter alia. on the kind of innovation, the f um 's 
strategies. and the legal framework. Lead times arc audal in some scaors (e.g. miaoclc:cttonics) for 
innovators to keep their tedmology-baed competitive .Svantages; in others (e.g. phamaceuticals). 
intelle.ctual property rights arc a key insuumem to avoid imitation. 

Appropriability problems differ anoog se:ctors. They have become most tangible in the high-tech 
areas where R&D costs are high and products are often easy to copy '.lr' imitate. A software product 
may be easily copied. al ari insignificant cost. Personal computers. the driving force in the infoonatics 
market. can be "cloned" by reverse engineering their basic operating system (Basic Input/Output 
System). Biotechnology-based products can be soon imitated. once the gene sequence is known. 
Engineering techniques have become trivial md within the reach of most average skilled professionals 
in the field. Appropriability is particularly diffiailt whclc the products are just dones of substances 
existing in nature. like in the case of interferon. TP A and other human proteins now marketed as 
bio-phannaceuticals (Correa. 1991, p. 55). 

The close linkage between scicncc and tedloology is one outstanding factor behind the 
appropriability problems in high-tt.ch areas. Some biotechnology patents "an: using aurent science 
just about as quickly as it emerges from research labs .. ." (Narin and Noma. 1985. p. 3). 
Notwithstanding the increue in R&D expenditures. a significant reduction in the number of scientific 
publications bu been observed in the United St.lteS (La Recherche, 1989. p. 429). Moreover certain 
limitations have been imposed on foreign researchers and srudents to participate in high level COUJSes 
and Scientific meetings (Bifani, 1987. p. 13). As indicated by an OECD report, 

"becalse of weakened government support and its inaeasingly close relationship with indusuy, 
science. considered as an independent institution with a code of professional rules. has come under 
great and ever increasing pressure. In partiailar. the noan of rapid and total disclosure of new 
knowledge has been subjectr.d to exrraordinary strains. Great financial awards can be e.amed by 
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keeping certain vital scientific knowledge secret and by moving with it to the business enterprise 
sector. wtiich can reward the production of knowledge through panicipalion in the flow of profits 
which result from it" (OECD, 1992a. p. 35) 

Attitudes and stralegies on transfer of technology are likely to be influenced by perceptions of and 
limitations on the appropriability of technological advances. Thus, leading computer finns (such as 
IBM) have systematically avoided licensing agreements and secured transnational activities almost 
exclusively via wholly-<>wned subsidiaries. Similarly, large software producers genttally enter into 
distribution agreements in developing countries, which do not entail the communication of 
somcc-programs or other trade secrets. Exceptions to these attitudes are found in the ftamework of 
"SU3legic alliances", mostly entered into between partDelS from industrialized countries, as mentioned 
above. Such alliances seem to offer enough guarantees of fair play on technology property issues, 
which are in fact one of the key aspeclS in negotiations and coottact drafting15

• 

A growing trend towards technological protectionism has emerged in industriali:zed countries. In 
addition to the just desaibed factors, an important caise of that trend has been the relative loss of 
technological leadership by the United States in certain ~·'. Such a deterioration has been 
pelCCived by U.S. govmiment and industry ~ a.uociated not only to the proliferation of countafeiting 
and piracy. but also to the existence of a too open scientific and technological system and of outward 
unbalanced flows between the United States and other countries (Office of Technology Assessment. 
1985, p. 6). 

Technological protectionism does noc seem restricted, however, to one oountty or group of 
cocntries. Eumpean Economic Community technological prognuns as well as Eweka. while allowing 
the participation of some U.S. finns. me dearly targeted to enhance the technological competence of 
European finns at the pre~mpctitive and competitive level. Restrictive practices on the export of 
civil technology have also been reported in South Korea. Accooling to one somce. Japan prohibited 
the transfer of know-how for 200 major components and materials, most of which were of keen 
interest to Korean manufacturers, such as semiconductor materials, numerical controllers for robots, 
and laser printers (Lee International Newsletter, March 1991). 

South Korean fiDn s in fact faced inaeasing difficulties as they approached the frontiers in some 
industries: 

"Korean finns developed dynanic memory chips in the p~ under the design assistance of 
relatively small-si:zed foreign fiuns. Work on the next generation chips, however, meant exploring the 
frontiers of semiconductor technology and also competing neck-in-neck with Japanese and American 
companies. As the stakes have risen in the chip gne, the field of players Im grown smaller 
worldwide, meaning that few, if any, of those left in the gne can be counted on to sell state-of-art 
chip design technology to Korean finns. So, Korean had to tackle the 4M DRAM design alone. To 
avoid duplicate research and investment, the government stepped in and designated the R&D of the 
4M DRAM as a national project. A consortium was organil.ed with a public R&D instirute playing 
the coordinating role of cooperative research activities with ~ private finn s" (Kim, 1993, p.13). 

The exanined attitudes and trends are likely to reduce the possibility of a suc.cessful and rapid 
"catching up" process by developing countries mainly based on the acquisition and imitation off oreign 
leChnologies. If access to scientific knowledge is also more problematic17

, the ne.ed to integrate 
technology transfer with deliberate and endogenous technological efforts seems indispensable11 

• In 
other words, the opportunities that are opened by various channels of technology transfer and diffusion 
will be more and more confined to those counbies and finns that are prepared and able to develop 
their own technological capabilities. Even the scientific cooperation may be affected to the extent thal 
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"the growing economic relevance of research .. Jnacases pressures to limit the free dissemination of 
research results and to constrain the traditional openness of university laboratories where most b~ic 
research is perfooned in western countties" (Skolnikoff. 1993. p. 118). 

S. Transfer of technology and the environment 

Environmentll problems have become a central issue in the international agenda and in policy 
actions in a growing number of countties. 1be global nature of environmerital problems and their 
implications for a long teun sustainable development. have prompted several national, regional and 
international initiatives. 

A key -and still open- question is to whal extent environmentll concerns may and should shift 
the COUISe of technological development in order to induce technological trajectories consistent with 
a sustainable development This implies. in particular, thal technology development should shift from 
end-0f-pipe to process integrated concepts. involving both the design of process and products. Public 
R&:D efforts devoted today to environmentll issues in developed countties seem quite limited. and 
have not significantly grown during the past decade. despite a greater preoccupation on the matter. 
Environmentll protection only represented 0,6% of total government R&:D appropriations in United 
Sales in 1990, 1.4% in United Kingdom and 1,8% in Canada Efforts are higher in New l.ealand 
(4,8%). Geonany (4,2%) and The Nethedands (4,0%). The S<Kalled "environmental industty" (a still 
undefined industtial branch) would invest. in contrut. about 8-10% of its turnover estimated at around 
USS 185 billion annually (OECD, 1992b, table 10 and p. 52). 

An issue of particular relevance is the transfer of environmentally sound technologies. Given the 
present North-South aymmctties in innovation capabilities and the global reach of environmental 
problems, the access to such technologies by developing countties emerges a a audal issue for any 
effective global action in this field Improving the access to said technologies has been the focus of 
recent international negotiations. where divagiog North and South positions have misen. 

Southern position has stressed the need to secure access to the latest available technology, and 
the importance of concessional transfers and of appropriate funding. Along these lines, the Tiateloco 
Platfoon on Environment and Development. adopted in Mexico in March 1991, staled thal "the 
promotion of sustainable development is incompatihle ... with restticted access to technology", and 
that developing counaies should be guaranteed access to environmentally sound technologies "on a 
non-commercial bais", with the largest share of the costs of transfer borne by the industrialiied 
countties. The document further recommended that a special international fund be set up to ensure that 
the developing counaies receive access to and transfer of environmentally sound technologies and to 
strengthen their endogenous capacity. Similarly, the Beijing Ministerial Declaration on Environment 
and Development (June 1991) stressed the need "to ensure the transfer of environmentaJly sound 
technologies to the developing countries on preferential, most favourzble, concessional and 
no-commeicial teun~". Northern position has advocated, in exchange, the need to ensure adequate 
compensation for innovators under non-concessional (commercial tams), and to limit the range of 
technologies under consideration, particularly to those concerning global wmning. 

Notwithstanding the referred divergences, some progress ha been made towards expanding 
iotemalional cooperation in technology transfer in particular area (see section Il.2 below). This 
process ha been facilitated19 where a) the relevant technologies are not patent proteceed: in many 
~es solutions involve public-domain technologies or "soft" technologies (e.g. manageria, expertise); 
b) problems and technological alternatives may be limited and henc.e the costs of possible actions can 
be estimated more precisely; and c) the caises of environmental strains are scientifically verified. 
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6. The industrialization process and changes in technology demand 

Studies on innovation and iodustrializ:alion undertaken in developed and some developing 
countries. have shed light on the sectoral differences in the process of technical change. and on the 
impact of varying stages of industrial development on the modalities and content of technology 
transfer. 

On the one side, work by Dosi, Pavin and Soete (1990, p. 92-98), provides a taxonomy thal is 
useful to explain the main channels of technology transfer and diffusion in different sectors. "Supplier 
dominated sectors" are basically recipients of technology under infoonal channels (e.g. machinery and 
equipment). and may accede to swe-0f-the-art technology provided thal financing and operating skills 
are available. In contrast. "scale-intensive sectors" and "science-intensive sectors", where R&D 
strengths are aitical, are dependent upon transfers under more foon alii.ed ways Oicensing, joint 
ventures), and subje.ct to the opportunities and constraints that emerge from the trends desaibed in 
the previous section. 

On the other. such studies demonstrale thal technology demand varies as the films and the 
industty evolve through different technological stages20

• At the initiation stage, mostly "mature" 
technologies are incorporated by fmns in developing countries. 1be main means of non-equity transfer 
at this stage are: 

infoonal channels such as machinery and equipment; 
imitation through reverse engineering and other; 
technical assistance provided by Original Equipment Suppliers (OEM) (Kim and Dahlmm, 1992, 
p. 439). 

Though infoonal mechanisms predominate at this stage, technologies need to be acquired duough 
more fonnal channels, including tum-key agreements and licenses, in cases relating to large scale 
industries (e.g. steel, petrochemicals) where complex processes and plant lay-outs are difficult to 
imitate. 

FDI, on its side, is an usual channel of technology transfer at an early developmen! stage, when 
local absorptive capabilities for unbundled technologies are limited. Latin American countries have 
heavily relied on this foon of transfer during their import-substitution period. FDI has also been a 
dominant transfer channel in "second-tier" Asian countries (Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines)21

• 

As the industrialization process advances, and films move along technology learning cwves, the 
utilization off oon al channels grows. At the "internalization" stage, since finn s "have already mastered 
the operation technology, the focus of technological efforts changes from them astery of operation and 
low-level design technology in the initiation stage to the mastery of production-related technology such 
as manufacturing equipment, plant engineering, etc. and high level design technology" (Lee, Bae and 
Choi, 1988, p. 242). At this stage licensing and foreign direct investments become more important 
sources of technology transfer. 

South Korean industrialization process illustrates changes in technology demand associated with 
different development stages. As indicated by Table 2, capital goods imports swpassed other means 
of technology transfer during the whole period consideled, while FDI and licensing only becane 
significant sowces during the 1980s. In order to appropriately imezpret these data it should be borne 
in mind that the Korean government promoted technology transfer at the early stage through the 
procurement of turnkey plants and capital goods, and thal onJy liberalil.ed FDJ and licensing controls 
at the beginning of the 1980s (Lee, 1990). 
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TABLE 2 
Foreign technology transfer to Korea 

(USS millions) 

Source 62-66 67-71 72-76 77-81 

Direct foreign 
investment 4.4 218.6 879.4 720.6 

Foreign licensing 0.8 163 96.5 451.4 

Technical consultancy 16.8 18.5 54.7 

Capital goods imports 316 2,541 8,841 27!)78 

82-86 87-89 

1,766.5 3,433.2 

1,184.9 2,1303 

3323 679.0 

44,705 52,155 

~~-~--------------------------~------------------------------~--~~-------------------------

Source: Ministry of Finance for dala on direct foreign investment and foreign licensing; 
Ministry of Science and Technology for technical consultancy dala; and Korean Society for 
Advancement of Machinery industry for capital goods dala. (Kim, 1991,Table 1) 

1be advances in the industrialii.ation process of Asian countries and, to some extent, of some 
Lalin American countries has led -in the light of the previous analysis- to changes in the content and 
modalities of technology demand during the last twenty years. As new industrializing countries reach 
higher levels of technological development, developed countries' finns face a more sophisticated 
demand, relating to products and technologies which have not yet reached the "maturity" stage. U&llike 
mature technologies, which are relatively euy to acquire, technology which is still changing and 
profitable is more difficult to be obtained, as mentioned above. 

Innovation and industrial economic studies provide, in sum, a basis to understand diverging 
technology demands by finns and industries, in tams of foonal and infoonal channels. A more 
detailed analysis and empirical evidence may fwther allow to identify the role of different modalities 
of technology transfer, as indicaled in next section. 

7. The role of different modalities of formal technology tnmfer 

a) Trends in foreign direct investments 

Foreign direct investmenl (FDI) constitute a vital channel for international technology and trade. 
During the second half of last decade, the growth rate of FDI has substantially inaeased vis-l-vis the 
period 1980-1985 (see table 3). Two aspects of this trend are relevant for our analysis. 
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TABLE 3 

Inflows and outflows of foreign direct investment. 1986-1990 
--~--~~-~--~--~~~-------------------------------------------------------------------------

1986 1987 1988 1989 
1986-1990 
Country (billion of dollars) 
group 

1990 1980-1985 1986-1990 1980-1985 

Share in total 
(Percentage) 

Growth rate 
(Percentage) 

~~~-~-~~~-~------------------------------------------------~--------------

Developed 
countries 
Inflows 
Outflows 

Developing 
countries 
Inflows 
Outflows 

64 
86 

14 
2 

108 
135 

25 
2 

129 
161 

30 
6 

165 152 
201 217 

30 
IO 

32 
0 
0 

15 
98 

25 
2 

83 
97 

17 
3 

-3 
-2 

4 
1 

24 
26 

22 
47 

-----------~·-------------------------------------------------------------
All 
countries 
Inflows 
Outflows 

78 
88 

133 
137 

158 
167 

195 184 
211 225 

100 
100 

100 
100 

-1 
-2 

24 
26 

----------------------------------------------------·--
Source: UNtrCMD, Table I.I. 

Fust. the growth of inflow FDI to developing countries has only been slightly lower in 1986-1990 
than inflows to developed countries. However, developing countries' share in total FDJ inflows has 
drastically fallen over the decade. from 25% to 17'11. This means that developing COUDlries, as a 
whole, are today a Ies.~ attractive target for developed countries' investors. A few countries provide 
a noticeable exception to this trend. as mentioned below. 

Second, it is worth noting the substantial ioaeaseofFDI outflows from developing countries. The 
Asian new industrializing economies (notably South Korea and Taiwan Province of China), are the 
leading sowce of such investtnents. Once those countries reached a certain level of industrial 
sophistication and becane competitive in international markets, they have started to shift production 
facilities to other less industrialized developing countries, looking mainly for lower labour costs. 
Outward FDI by developing countries has also taken place in developed countries (in the case of 
Taiwan Province of China, up to 64% of its total outward stock), to a greal extent in order to respond 
to protectionists threalS and secure access to foreign markets (UNfl'CMD, 1992. p. 22). 

The analysis of FDI trends by developing countries' regions, confums the growing weight of East. 
South and South-East Asian countries as suppliers and recipients of FDI. Thus, while the share in total 
FDI inflows of Lalin American countries fell from 13% to 6% between 1970-1979 and 1986-1990, 
the respective share of said Asian countries inacased from 6% to 9%. Singapore, Thailand, India and 
China have been nong the main destinations of U.S. FDI in Asia". Mexico and Jamaica are, in tum, 
two of the main recipients of investments in Lalin America and the Caribbean. A substantial increase 
of FDI is expected in Mexico, as result of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFJ'A), if 
finally approved. 
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The main rezons for a higher growth nie or FDI nows to developing counUics since the second 
pan of the 1980s seem to be ~•cd to: 

a) the rapid economic growth of sevenl Asian counuics. such as South Korea. Taiwan Province of 
China. Singapore. China. and to a lesser ex1en1 of a few Latin American counUics (Chile. Mexico) 
which offer expanding market opportunities; 

b) the availability of low cost and skilled labour. mainly to uodc:llake zsembly and Olhcr low value 
.Sdcd tasks for exportable goods. Hourly oompcmalioo for workers in manufacturing. accooling to 
one CSlilllalc. is almost sixty times lower in China than in the United Stales. forly times in India. seven 
times in Mexico and twenty three times in Thailand (Fortune. 14.12.93)21

• 

c) changes in FDI legislation which caKJd oc suppessat restrictions and conuols. 

Reasons dcsaibcd in b) above seem to be of particular imporuncc foc FDI taking place since last 
dcQ!e: ·inaeasingly. companies began investing ovc:rscas as pan of an iDICgnled global production 
straaegy which relics on significant aoss-naliooal uansfcrs of intamcdiac and final produas " (Wint. 
1992. p. 1516). In some cases. such stralqics go beyond setting up factories to take .Svantage of 
low<ost labour. Foreign companies arc also looting to benefit from design and engineering by locals. 
such as in the <ZC of Mororola in Singapore and Malaysia (and DKE iea:utly. Olina). and IBM in 
India (in the software 11ea). Under this new illleglalCd approach by multinatiooals. FDI would tend 
to involve manufacturing. sales as well as~ and development (Business Week. 17.5.93). 

b) Foreign dilect invesuncnt and licensing 

F<xeign dilect investment (FDI) may be regmdcd as a modality of tnnsftt of technology 
altanalive to lic.cnses and Olher ~ foons2'. The treom explained in section I md existing 
evidence seem to suggest a relative inaease in the use of the foaner vis-l-vis the laaa. 

Fd'St. according to data in table 4. FDI inflows to developing countries have grown. during 
1985-1990. faster than any Olher indicator of technology ttansfer (royalties and fees, ~ital goods 
importS and tt.chnical cooperation grants). 

TABLE4 
Foreign direct investment and 1eehnology inflows for 

developing countries, 1990. and growth rates for 
1980-1984 and 1985-1990. 

(Billion of dollars and percentages) 

Values of flows,1990 
(current prices in 

Average annual growth rates 
(percentage) 

Indicator billions of dollars) 1980-1984 1985-1990 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FOi inflows 32 
Royalty and fees payments 2 
Capital goods imports 155 
Technical cooperation grants 13 

-Source: UNffCMD. 1992. p.321 

3 
5 

-2 
1 

19 
12 
11 
12 
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Second. imcmaliz.ed foons of technology tnnsfer (i.e. those taking place iDlnflDD) are mCR litdy 
to be preferred by technology holders when the tl:Chnology dunges rapidly md when polCDlial 
aecipienrs may pose rompetitive thleals in wrod ID3l'kets as ~ competitors (l...all. 1992. p.4-6 ). 
Sevenl Olhc:r factors seem to reduce tnnsmlional a:irp<ntions choice for exu:malillCd modes of 
tnnsfcr: 

·For one. recent developments io iofOIDlalion technologies lend to inaease the ior.emllionalizalion 
advantages of Transnational Coq>Onllions (TNCs). 1bosc developmems facilitlle md cbeapc:n the cost 
of inlra-finn oommuoialioo. OOORlimOOo md oootrot The high costs of development and rapid 
obsolescence are likely to aciofm:c efforrs of lNCs to ~ a quieter pay-back through 
imcmalionalizatiOIL Furtheun<R. the imaoiliomlizatioo of the R.&D expeuditurc noted earlier and 
the bend t.oW3lds S1nlegic allima:s among lNCs in ~ of the developmenl and transfer of 
technologies limit the plurality of SOUICCS io the tecbDology mUc:L The decdenlion io the growth 
of exu:mal ICSOUl'CC inflows through official developmenl assistaac:c md privac flows odlcr than FDI 
would limit the ability of developing OOUDlries to 3Cqaile unpackaged u:dulology. Fmally. ICCCDl 

policy chmges in developing COUDlries in favour ofFDI lead to reduce the cost of illlaDllionalizalion. 
Those factors are likely to iDCleaSC the imporunc:c of FDI as an insUumem of u:dulology ttmsfer"" 
(UNfl'CMD. 1992. p. 1.54-lSS) 

lbild. relying on liceming alone (from the poim of view of the iecipieot) in ooler to oblain 
advanced t.echnologies may limit .:cess to suie-0f-tbc-an technologies. On the one side. financial 
coosttaints make technology tnosfer wi1hout capital inveslmellt less feasible for developing aJUDl:ries. 
Oo the odlcr. technology suppliers' ooaa:m wi1h oonfidcnliality issues and inrdlecmal property Im 
inacased significantly. as diSaJssed above. FDI eosmes a tighter CODllOI over critial technology assets 

·wruch OECD finns :ire ioaeasingly reluctant to liceose· (Emst and O'Oconnor. 19'd9. p. 107). 

Fourth. not all relevmt tcclmologic:al knowledge is appropriaely codified md. heacc. easily 
transferable. A good part of tecbDology in use is of "tacit• DlllR, such as many details and materials 
specifialions and expertise • the floor level. The transfer of "tacit" knowledge may eventually be 
seemed through well dnfted comncts; but the dilCCl involvement of the technology supplier may be 
aucial ~ tllele is gieat tt:dmologial distmcc between supplier and recipienL 

In conclusion, FDI not only plays an imponaat role as a means of tt:dmology transfer a1 earlier 
stages of development; it is also likely to ioaeasingly become a substitute for unbundled licenses lS 

far as state-Of-the-art tt:dmologies are involved. 

On irs side, licenses will always provide an ccoaomicaJ way of uansfer -from the uansfcror 
viewpoint- of standardil.ed. relativdy simple and matwe, technologies to recipicnrs having absorptive 
capabilities. Licensing will also be the first option for small and medium enterprises lacking the 
financial resomces to enter into equity v~ or FDl15

• Licensing is also likely to be used in 
transactions between large industrial groups with comparable technological levds (Unctad, 1990a. p. 
13). 

c) Joint-ventures 

Joint-vcnnues are anoehcr wdl-known option for cechnology transfer in many instances. An 
increase in the use of this modality has been reported (Unaad, 1988, p. 8). It has been particul.-ly 
favoured in fooner socialist countties of Eastem Europe. as an entry device for foreign finns. At the 
beginning of 1989, tllele were over 1.200 companies with foreign capital participation localed in said 
countties (Uoctad, 1990a. p. 12). It has also been employed io developing countries, to a varying 
extent. In Malaysia. 17S joint-venture ag1U111ents were 1ppmved by the government between 1970 
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and 1987 (Jeg31hcsm. 1990. p. 101). In Philippines. out of 821 agreements. 422 were accounted for 
by puRly technical collaboration agreements. while 133 involved subsidiaies and 266 joint-ventwes 
(Baatista. 1990. p 133). 

In accordance with a gcnenlly accepted view. joint-vcnrures offer grealer opportunities for the 
umsfcr of tedmology Ihm other modalities, since domestic partDelS share in the ownership and 
mmagcmcnt of the cnlelprisc. lbough a systema:lc asessment of the oompanlivc advmtages md 
disa1vmtages of this modality Im not been oonduacd. it seems to lead to mixed results depending. 
among other factors. upon the rmns of the prticular agteemeDtS. The equity prticipatioo of the 
tccbnology holder docs not neoess•ily mean that he is actually commiaed to the success of the 
VClllUR and to the tnnsfer of tnow~ow. AncOOotal evidence suggests that duough 
royalties-plus-profits fOllllulae and the capitalization of technological assets (or trademarks) and 
equipment. f<XCign parties may share little risks and offset any costs incmred to establish a joint 
operation. Thus. dissatisfaction Im been ICpOltt.d in the Soviet Union with some joint vcorures due. 
imer alia. to their CODCCUDatioo in lelding. consultancy and services. the non-ttmsfer of advanced 
tccbnologies and the low start-up nte (Financial limes. 11.90). 

d) New modalities 

Slralegic alliances provide an i~ingly imporunt chaDnel for the acquisition aod exchange of 
tedmology. In Older to become a partner to these agreements, however, a party must possess 
tedmological or other assets. including access to large mart.cu. effic:icot manufactuling capacity. speed 
of delivery mdlor large cash rescnres (Ernst md O'CODDOr. 1989. p. 198). 

Srraiegic alliances are pemiscd on aod iespond to specific characteristics of present oompetition 
aod ICCbnological change (for a oompehcnsive analysis. see Mytelka, 1992). 1bey are not a substitute 
for licensing md other fcxms of reclmology lnDsfcr between partners of unequal technological level. 
In fact, developing couDlries fiDDs have only rarely been able to prticipate in such ag~. 
Noticeable exceptions arc provided by South ~ fiDDs in the ~conductor field (see table S). 

TABLES 

South Korea: Technology Tic-Ups with Foreign Firms 

·~~~~----------~-------~--~--~-~---~-~---~--------------------------

Companies Year Foreign Partner Content Major Field 

1983 Excel TI 
Samsung DITTI TI 
Semiconductor& Micron Technology TI Memory IC's 
Telecom Sharp TI Logic IC's 

1984 DITTI TI Custom IC's 
1985 Intel TC 

National Semicon TI 
1986 IXYS TJ 

----------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1981 AT&T N 

Goldstar 1982 AT&T TI TIL 
1983 Zilog TI Gate Array 
1984 LSI Logic TI 
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AMO TI 
1985 LSI Logic TI 

Fairchild TI 
1986 United Microtck TJ 

1987 Toshiba 
1983 Toshiba 
1984 Toshiba 

TI 
TI 
TI 

·-------------------
TR's 
Bipolar IC's 
Linear ICs 

-------------------------------------------------------·---~-~~~~~------~ 

Hyundai 
Electronics 

Daewoo 
Telecom 

1984 lnmos 
TI 
Int'I CMOS 

1986 MOS Electric 
1987 Alto Corp. 

1986 Zymos 

Note: TT: technology transfer 
TJ: technological joint venture 

Source: B.K. Electronics, Dec. 1987. 

TI 
TI 
TC Memory IC's 
TI Custom IC's 
TI 

TJ ASICs 

TC: technological cooperation 
N: joint venture 

Some rums in new industrializing OOUDtries have looted for odler means to obtain stare-Of-the-an 
know-how in high-tech fields. The sttaightf01Wanl acquisition of small and medium tt..chnologically · 
advanced fums in iodustrialized countries is one of them. For instaDce, USS 270 million were invested 
by a consonium made up of the Taiwan government and five private companies to acquire WYSE 
Tedmology Inc. of Sm Jo~ Califomia This buy-0ut gave said CODSOltium the control of nearly SO 
percent of the U.S. market for PC saeens. Other deals, including Aa:c Inc. USSlOO-million acquisition 
of computer system mmufacturer Altos and US$4.4 million takeover of Countapoint Computas. 
along with the USSIOO-million takeover of the foaner USX Corp.subsidiary Ammcan Bridge by 
cootinemal Engineering, have teinfOICCd the cm:npaign to tap into U.S. technology as well as 
manufacturing and marketing techniques (Herald Tlibune. 25.11.91). 

These new fODDs2' for ensuring access to tt..chnology is certainly beyond the reach of most fimls 
in developing countries. But they indicate that, as the process of technological development proceeds, 
new channels emerge which may pennit laaecomers to compete in areas of rapid technological change 
and stralegic importance. As suggested above, the foans of tt..chnology transfer and the degtee of 
technological development appear again here as sttongly imarelated. 

8. Bargaining power of technology ftcipients 

Technological development essentially is a learning process. Adoption of a new technology 
presupposes some absoq>tive capability, which in nun is enhanced by the a:loption of a new 
technology. 1be ease of learning in a film is geoenlly telated to the level of deliberate innovative 
effOltS, particularly in R&D (OECD, 1992a, p. SI). 1be more technologically capable a film, beaer 
positioned is it to select. negotiate md assimilate technologies. The content, including the contractual 
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daises. of a technology transfer transaction will in geocral ~•ed with the technological 
competencies the recipient fmn bas developed and with the innovalivc environment in which il 
opcralCS. 

J>acz has vividly depicted the typical attitudes of fiuns opcraling under highly protective 
conditions in Lalin America: 

"Under the Import Substirutioo lndus1rializatioo (ISi) iegime. the lllirude tovnrds foreign 
technology was generally localed • the extremes: either total dependency or total misuust. On the one 
band. technologically i-sive fmns were mrurally dcpcndcDt on the suppliers. they bought technology 
as a sort of apital good and pwchased technical zsistancc as a regular input. Complex negOlialions 
to assure learning were nrcly considered; suppliers were not seen &S potential strategic patnelS, 

neither was leehnology uadersrood as a Slr.llegic tool in competition with OChels or eventually even 
with the original supplier (as some of the AsUns saw it). The gap between the local film and the 
f01Cigo supplier of technology was taken as mlUnl ad the link between them usually as 
peanment. ·(Paez, 1992. p. 12). 

Saltaed evidence suggests, bowevtt, 1hal m increase in the bargaining power, parallel to the 
development of endogenous capabilities. Im taken place even under ielalivc isolalion fcmn extemal 
compc:blion. A learning proa:ss on how to negotia licensing agreemcors was reported. for iDSUDcc. 
as resulting from the process of tedmical learning in the Brazilian indusUial machinery iodustty. as 
well as in a number of lndim films which ably scached for and selcaaf their technology suppliers 
(Chudnovsty, 1990, p. 14). In a compantive study on Al'gCDlioa, Brazil and Mexico on 
petmchemicals and apital goods it was also found dial the Brazilim films were the most successful 
in the auimilalion process.in the reduction of resttidive clalscs md in uopactagiog the received 
tt.dmologics. Sutc policy thal promoted Rct.D and prohibited resttidivc clalses in technology transfer 
CODlla:ts was allegedly .,.Uy respomible for such a pc:rfcmnance (Cbudnovsty et al, 1993, p. 24). 

The JRCCdcot p;n.graph suggests that. as the films improve technologically, they ~ngthen their 
bargaining position to obtain required ta:bnologics. Such a bargaining position may also be ~ngthen 
by a dose relationship with Rct.D institutes. In the case of South Korea. for instance, they "played an 
important role in ~ngthcoing bargaining power in acquiring f01Cigo IC:dmology. Joint research with 
the film provided opportunities for the baa' to acquire enough prior knowledge about tedmology to 

import. Such prior knowledge enabled the film to idealify prospective ICChoology suppliers and to 

have bargaining power in negotiation technology transfer. Once imported. such joim research provided 
a basis on which the film could auimilale and~ tcdmology rapidly. In other wonts, during the 
matwity stage the private COlClprise entered a joint research DOl so much to gain a significant research 
outcome as to gain initial knowledge about tcdmology it was intelCSted in acquiring. For exanplc, 
when RCA asked for an unreasonable high royalty for its color TV ledmology, Korean consumer 
electronic films entered a joint research with the local R&D iostihlte. The outcome of the joint 
research strengthened the local finn 's bargaining power to bring the royalty rate significantly down. 
When Coming Glass refu£ed to transfer optical fiber production technology to Korea in J 9n, the large 
cooper cable producas in Kolea entaed a joim R&D project with a public R&D iostiblte. After 7 
years of R&tD, the locally developed optical cable was les1td successfully on a 35-Km route in 1983. 
Although this local effort eventually grounded to a halt due mainly to slow progress in R&tD, it 
nonetheless helped local films gain bargaining power in acquiring foreign leehnology on favonble 
1e1111s. Four finns entmd licensing ag~ents with multinalioml enterprises in 1984." (Kim, 1993, 
p. 8, 9, 11 and 12). 

An import.ant issue for further research is bow a new and more competitive scenario in open 
economies may affect the bargaining position of potential IUipients in developing couDUies. On the 
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one side. fians need to pay more alteoli'JD to quality. productivity aid other implications of 
technologies acquited. 1be market shall not any longer bear my cost or produa deficiencies. The 
efficiency in transfer of technology becomes a more ielevant consideration and up-to-date technology 
is nca:ssay to compete.. 1be range of potential suppliess is. hence. likely to become more limited. 

On the Olher side. the smngthening of illfdlectual property iegimes is likely to push royalty nles 
upwil'ds. Evidence in this seme alieady exists in the United States (Dwyer. 1989). Anecdotal 
infoanalion also suggests an ioc:rease in paticular areas. such as in pharmaceuticals and the elearonics 
sector. South Korean fiDns. for instmcc. have reported thal when they can obtain licenses (whal is 
inaeasingly difficult) royalty Oles being dc:mmdcd arc much higher than ever before. About l~ of 
the oosc of producing elearonic:s goods in Korea goes to royalties (Lee lntanalional Newsletter. March 
1991). Tex. lnsuumealS dcmmdcd S;msuog a 3'1i royalty on gross sales in Older to allow Samsung 
to continue using patemed technology in penonaJ computels (ibidem). IBM requested clone makas 
to pay a 3'1i royalty on sales value for eouy into PS/2 miaocomputers and I 'Ii on original IMB-PC 
clones sold since 1982 (Jun. 1989. p. 55). 

If the analysis ma:le in the previous scctioos is ronea. the new global scenario and the growing 
ieluctmce to tnnsfcr aitical technological assets will most probably iDa"Case technology prices. 
despite the observed improvcmcnt in bargaining capabilities of potential iecipients fiDns. 
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D. NEW REGUl..A TORY FRAMEWORK 

1. a.an,es in the intellectual pro~rty system17 

a) Prolt.Ction and enforcement of intellectual property rights within GA 1T 

After almost five years of negoCialions. a draft ~t on Trade-Relar.ed Intellectual Property 
Rights (TRIPs) has been submitttxl by GATI Director General in December 1991 as pmt of a 
proposed '"Final Agreement. of the Uruguay Round. If finally adopted. the TRIPs Agteement will be 
one of the most far reaching intemllional imuuments ever subsaibed on intellectual property rights 
(IPRs). It cover:; all types of IPRs. with the sole exception of breeders' rights (only incidentally 
referred to) and of utility models (or •petty parents•). 

The TRIPs Agreement will establish minimum universal stmdmds on palCDts. copyrights. 
trademarks. industrial designs, geographical indications. integraledcin:uits and undisclosed infoanation 
(know-how). It will supplement with additional obligalions the Paris. Berne and Washington 
Conventions in their respective fields. Though freedom shall still remain to legislale on various aspects 
al the national level, the Agreement shall hlllnoni1.e to a great extent the substantive (and some 
rocedural rules) on IPRs. 

In addition to the well established principle of •Daf.ional treatment". the commented draft extends 
to IPRs the •most-favoured-nation<lause". 1besc principles tend to ensure non-Oisaimination. on the 
one side. between foreigners and nationals and. on the other, between nationals from different 
countnes. This latter type of disaimination has arisen out in intellectual property as a result of 
unilataal actions that led to concessions only benefitting the Daf.ionals of the counny thal pressed for 
the refomis. 

In the copyright area. the Agreement explidtJy stipulates the protection of software as a literary 
aeation and provides -for the first time in an international agreement- for rental rights in respect of 
phonograms. films and computer progmms as well as for the protection of compilations of data. It 
establishes a minimum tam of protection for works not belonging to natural persons: fifty years from 
publication or from acalion (if publication was not made within fifty years from the making of the 
work)21

• Enforcement rules are considerably strengthened by the obligation to establish aiminal 
procedures and penalties against copyright piracy on a commercial scale. 

Trademarks protection is also hlllnonized and reinforced by establishing a minimum peonissible 
period of non-use and the possibility of justifying it by "valid reasons based on the existence of 
obstacles" (article 19). It also supplements the Paris Convention with regard to the protection of 
"well-known" trademarks, snong other noons. 

A crucial chapter of the TRlPs draft Agreement relates to patents. It neatly reflects the 
above-mentioned bends relating to patent.ability, limitation of working obligations and extension of 
duration. Patents should be granted without discrimination as to the place of the invention and the 
field of technology. The draft Agreement thus settles the so far conflicting issue of pharm ~tical 
product patents, which under the TRIPs Agreement should be fully recognized. For biotechnological 
inventious. however, and as a reflection of the complexity and still unresolved differences on the issue, 
the draft only provides for a transitional solution (to be reviewed within four years)19

• 

The draft text states the rights to be confened under a patent. including the protection of a product 
directly made with a patented process, and an exclusive right to produce. sale and import the protected 
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produl."L 1bough no explicit rui..! wz finally introduced. anide 6 allows member counllies to legislae 
on exhaustion of rights and. therefore. to admit parallel imports if they wish to do so. 1bc reversal 
of bwden of proof is stipulaled for process palents in order to suengthen the patentee's position in~ 
of infringement. 1be minimum pacm lifetime is delmnioc:d as twenty years counted from the filing 
dale. 

Additionally, detailed noons are provided for to limit the conditions under which compulsory 
licenses may be granted. National laws could not disaiminate in this regard on the basis of whelher 
the patented product is locally produml or imported. Compulsory licenses should be DOD-exdusive 
and teuninate when the cin:umstances thal originated their granting ~ to exist. 1bere is no 
specification on the grounds under which such licenses can be granted. but particular refeaence is 
made to the czes of dependency of palClllS, licenses for governmental non CODUDe1Cial use and to 
remedy anti-competitive practices. The text is also open on the rights thal can be cxeicised by the 
licensee, which may hence include production or importation. 

In the area of "undisdosed infoonation", trade secrets are deemed protectable under the rules of 
unfair competition and anide 6 bis of the Paris Convention. In addition, obligations are imposed in 
relation to test results and other data submitted to governments to obtain approvals of phmnaceutical 
or agrochemical products. Such tests and data should be protecrro against disdosure and unfair 
CODllDCICial use. 

As far as integrated cilcuits are ooncaned, the TRIPs draft Agreement requires compliance with 
the still umalified Washington Convention on the Protection of Intellectual Property in respect of 
Integrated Circuits, with a few -but imponant- additional obligations in connection with the protection 
of industrial products containing chips, innocent infringement. compulsory licenses and the teun of 
protection. 

The GA TI proposal on TRIPs also contains detailed provisions on judicial and administrative 
procedures and other mczures related to the enforcement of rights, as well as specific rules to combat 
counterfeiting. 

The draft Agreement includes transitional provisions thal would allow developing countries to 
delay its implementation up to ten years. However, GA TI member counlries would be obliged to 
recogni7.e "exclusive marketing rights" during that ttansitional period in relation tophannaceutical and 
agrochemical products that have been palented and approved for coDUDe1Ciali7.alion abroad and in the 
country in question. 

Non-compliance with the new rules, once adopted, car. be the basis of a dispute settlement 
procedure under the GATI rules and. evenrually, of commeicial retaliatory measures in any field (and 
not only in IPRs) by the country whose nationals are affe.cted by such non-compliance. Since the 
respect for the new universal standards becomes within GA TI a quid pro quo in the commeicial 
arena, the likelihood of deviations from those standards is drastically reduced, unless a country is 
prepared to absorb the costs of ttade restrictions that may be imposed against it 

b) Restrictive practices in licensing agreements 

i) Genenl Principle 

Section 8 of the draft Agleement contains a set of rules aimed at the control of "anti-competitive 
practices" in voluntary licenses. 11ICIC rules may be ~garded as one of the concrete applications in 
said Agreement of the general principle stated in article 8.2, according to which "appropriate measures, 



provided thar. they are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement, may be needed to prevent the 
abuse of intellectual property rights by right holders or the result to practices which unreasonably 
restrain tnde or ad~ely affect the international transfer of technology". 

'The text in article 40.1 recogoii.cs thaI some licensing practices pertaining to intellectual property 
rights which restrain competition "may have adverse effects on tnde and impede the transfer and 
dissemination of technology". 

ii) National legislation 

Anicle 402 expressly allows aJUDtries to adopt m~ures to control or prevent certain liceming 
practices, but while doing so establishes limits for national action. 1be test to judge the practices to 
be connolled or prevented should be based on three elements: 
a)lhe judgement of practices should be made in particular cases; 
b)pr:actices should constimte m ·abuse· of iotdlCCblal property rights. a collcepl which will probably 
vacy among different countries; 
c)lhey should have an "ad~ effect on competition in the rel,mt market". Whal the "relevant 
mark.et" is remains open to intcrpreblion. Thus. while applying this provision. Parties may look al the 
market of the products or services produced with a licensed technology, but also to the market of the 
technology itself. 

Based on the referred demc:nts, .Ude 40.2 dearly adoplS the competition test and the rule of 
reuon to assess anti-competitiv~. and thus settles a debate dial divided developed and developing 
countries during the long and unsua::essful negotiations on an lntcmalional Code of Conduct on 
Transfer of Technology. For many participants md observers, this dmse would achieve what the 
proposed Code attempled to obtain, and even more. In one sense this is conea. If the draft Agreement 
is adopted. for the fust time tbele will be some rules on restrictive practices in liceming contracts in 
a binding intanational insttumeot. 1be Code of Cooduct had been concdved, instead. as based on 
meiely voluntary compliance. Artide 40.2 of the TRIPs draft Agn:ement, however, falls short in 
respect of the Code objectives in many aspects. Most important among them are. on the one side. the 
fact thaI said article only allows national legislatioo to adopt mcmures, but (with the exception of a 
few eunples considered below) does not a>Dtain illlallalionally agteed rules on the practices thar. 
may be deemed anti-competitive. On the other, the proposed Code included other substantive chaptCIS 
on obligations and responsibilities of parties engaged in technology transfer transactions, international 
cooperation and settlement of disputc:S. 1be GA TI draft AgJeemcnt is silent oo these issues. 

iii) Practices that may be deemed abusive 

Article40.2 provides afew examples of practices which may bedeemed restrictive. Tiiey include: 
a) exclusive grant back provisions, i.e. those thal oblige the licensee to transfer the improvements 
made on the licensed technology exdusivdy to the licensor, 
b) obligations imposed on the licensee not to challenge the validity of licensed rights; 
c) coercive package licensing, i.e. the obligalion for the licensee to acquire from the licensor other 
technologies or inputs he does not need or desire. 

It would be interesting to clarify the teasons thar. the draftCIS of the commented proposal had to 

select the three mentioned eunples. Previous versions of the document included a significantly longer 
list where restrictions on research and on use of pmonnel. price fixing, exclusive sales or 
iepresentalion agreements, tying agreements, exports restrictions and other practices were mentioned)O. 
One possible explanation is thal thae may exist some comcnsus to consider the clmses used as 
exnples, subject to certain conditions, as anti-competitive. One problem is, however, thar. sect.ion 8 
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applies to all types of intellectual property and certain practices which may be generally deemed as 
condemnable for some titles may not be equally viewed when related to other types of intellectual 
property3'. In any case. an advantage of the provision is thal any restrictive clause could be subject 
to sautiny. provided of cowse. that the stipulated test is applied. 

iv) Consultation system 

One peculiar feature of section 8 is that it establishes a consultation system applicable for cases 
where a Party (Party A) considers that a national or domiciliary of other Party (Party 8) is undertaking 
practices in violation of tile fooner s laws and regulations on anti-competitive practices. In this 
situation. Party A may request for consultations with Party B and the latter "shall accord full and 
sympathetic consideration to. and shall affold adequate opportunity" for such consultations. In addition 
Party B is obliged to cooperate "through the supply of publicly available non-confidential infoonation 
of relevance to the matter in question and of other infOUDation available to the Party, subject to 
domestic law and to the conclusion of mutually satisfactory agreements concerning the safeguarding 
of its confidentiality by the requesting Party" (article 40.4). 

In other wolds, Party B may be request to supply publicly available as well as confidential 
infoonation. but in the case of the latter its supply only refers to infoonation which is "available to 
that Party". whal would exclude trade secrets except if in possession of the govemment (for instance, 
as a result of a submission for marketing approval of a product). The transfer of such infoonation, in 
addition, is conditional upon national legislation of Party B and the establishment of confidentiality 
agreements with Party A. It may be expected that. under these conditions, the actual access to 
confidential infoonation will be quite limited. if possible at all. 

Consultations may also be requested by a Party whose nationals or domidliaries are subject to 
proceedings in another Party concerning alleged violations of the lattel's legislation on anti-competitive 
practices. In this case, the requesting Party "shall be granted an opportunity for consultations" (article 
40.4) with the other Party under the sane conditions as in the case presented above. 

In the two referred siruations, oonsultalions will be without prejudice to any action under the 
relevant national law and "to the full freedom of an ultimate decision of either Party" (article 40.3), 
thal is, judicial or administrative mthorities will be free to decide in accordance with their own 
judgement of facts under the applicable law. 

c) Developments within WIPO and UPOV 

Various negotiations have taken place in the framework of the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) during the last decade, in addition to the work of experts groups on several 
important issues such as counterfeiting and biotechnological inventions31

• Such negotiations have 
included the revision of the Paris Convention, the runnonization of patent law and the establishment 
of a ucaty on layout designs of integrated cilcu.its. 

The negotiations for the revision of the Paris Convention were prompted by developing countries 
during the I 970's and in a completely different international scenario. After more than a decade, those 
counb'ies' effons proved unsuccessful and were bound to failure since intellectual property was 
incorporated into the Uruguay Round, in 1986, as one of the "new issues". Developing countries 
demands for special ucatment and odler measures to strengthen compulsory licenses were completely 
overridden by changes, precisely in the opposite ~on, more effectively articulated by 
industrialil.Cd countries within GATI. 

------------------------------------------- - -
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The far-reaching proposal to hamooiz.e palent legislation launched by WIPO has still an uncertain 
outcome33

• The proposal -as contained in the WIPO's Director General draft text to The Hague 
Diplomatic Conference- touches upon various technical and procedural aspects (disclosure. claims. 
unity of invention. filing dale, right to a palenl. amendment and publication of applications). Among 
these issues, one has been (and continues to be) particularly conuovmial: while almost all countries 
in the world confer patents on the "first to file" principle, United Stales do it according to the "first 
to invent" rule. 

The palent hannonil.3lion proposal also refer.; to several substantive issues such as the rights 
conferred under a patent. the duration and the fields of technology where patents should be granted. 
These issues have not yet been tackled by the Diplomatic Conference; in exchange, they have t'CCn 
Clldressed within TRIPs negotiations in GA TI. as indicaled above. 

A lhi1tf area where WIPO has been active in the development of international rules, is the 
prorection of the layout designs of integrated c:ilcuits. Based on the sui generis approach fust Cllopted 
by the U.S. legislation in 1984, a Treaty was negotiated and finaily adopted by a Diplomatic 
Conference held in Washington in 1990. 1be Treaty provides for minimum staodalds relating to such 
designs whether fixed or not. for al least eight years. It authoriz.es rever.;e engineering and the granting 
of compulsory licenses. 

1be Washington Treaty has not yet entered into foo:e. Paradoxically, United Stales, the country 
originally most interested in its Clloption rejected the text finally Cllopted by the Conference. Japan 
also joined this position. Nevertheless, the TRIPs Agreement would supplement the Washington Treaiy 
precisely in respect of the points tha1 caused the U.S reluctance to sign and ratify the latter. 

WIPO has also launched an initiative to negotiale an additional pmrocol to the Berne Convention, 
in order to supplement its provisions particularly in connection with computer programs, <Iv bases, 
woits mcde with a computer, and :~ooogr.uns. It is unclear yet whether this initiative will find 
enoogh support, in view of the agreements already reached on those matters in TRIPs negotiations. 

1be contents of plant varieties protection is, as DOied before, one of the few areas not specifically 
dealt with in the TRIPs draft Agreement, which would only oblige member countries to proteet such 
varieties via breeders' rights, palents or a combination of both. 

While TRIPs negotiations were in COUISe, the Union for the Protection of Plant Varieties (UPOV) 
convened, after thorough preparatory work, a diplomatic conference to revise the UPOV Convention. 
The new ver.;ion, finally adopted in 1991, inuoduce a number of significant changes with respect to 
the 1978 text (Correa. 1992). 
d)lmplicalions for technology transfer 

1be just desaibed changes are likely to have implications on different aspectS of the aeation, 
diffusion and transfer of technology in and to developing countries. Those implicalions, however, will 
considerably vary in accordance with the level of development of the countries roncerned and with 
the finns and sectors involved. A suonger or wider protection of IPRs may stimulale local innovation, 
provide.d that a certain level of technological development has been achieved. Transfer of technology 
may be af feded in several ways. 

On the one side, the exislellCC or ~inforcement of procection may be perceived by potential 
technology suppliers as a condition for transferring certain technologies. On the other, such a 
protection is likely to ~inforce their bargaining power to del.eanine royalty rates and other ronttactual 
conditions. If -as proposed in TRIPs- the working obligation of patents is diluted or eliminated, foreign 
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patents may be exploited just by importing the respective products into the country of registtalion. 
Given the globalization of the economy. the continued importlllce of economies of scale in various 
sectors and the reduction of tm'iff protection in many developing countties. it is likely that innovating 
fions in the North tend to increasingly exploit their inventions through trade -rather that through 
licenses or FDI- in the South. This explains why GA TI -a trade related negotiating forum- Im played 
such a significant role in the development of international rules on IPRs. 

2. International rules on the environment and biodivenity 

1be review of environment-related conventions indicaleS a tteod towards inaeasingly precise 
commihnents regarding technical assistance and technology ttansfer in certain well defined areu. 1be 
Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution (L TRAP} Convention (1979). called for technical 
cooperation in general teuns anoog signatory countries. Its Protocol on nitrous oxide (1988) required 
parties to "facilitate the exchange of technology to reduce emissions" (on a commen:ial bais). 1be 
Basel Convention (1989) went a little farther and obliged parties to "employ appropriate means to 
cooperate in Older to assist developing oountries in the implementation" of UIC Convention and to 
"cooperate in developing the technical capacity anong Parties. especially those which may need and 
request technical assistance in this field". Far more concrete was the Montteal Protocol on Substances 
that Deplete the Ozone Layer (as anended in London. in June 1990). It established a multilateral fund 
to meet. on a concessional basis. incremental costs of developing countries's compliance with the 
Protocol obligations and to finance "clearing-house" functions. In particular, article JOA states that: 

"Each party shall take every practicable step. consistent with the prognmmes supported by the 
financial mechanism. to ensure: 

a that the best available, environmentally safe substitutes and related technologies are 
expeditiously transfened to [developing c:ountJy] Parties ... ; and. 

b. that the transfers referred to .in subparagraph (a) occur under fair and most favourable 
conditions". 

An interesting exan pie of international cooperation in the transfer of technology. Im taken place 
with the setting up of an association of large industrial USCl5 of chlorofluorocarbons CFCs, the 
Industry Cooper.u.ive for Ozone Layer Protection (ICOLP). ICOLP. as an intmnediary institution Im 
participated. for instance, jointly with Northern Telecom, the U.S Environmental Protection Agency 
and the Mexican state environmental agency, in attaining and demonstration project on CFC solvent 
conservation and elimination in the Mexican elearonics iodustty. Northern Telecom supplied a spray 
misting technology proven to be environmentally sound as well as feasible and efficient 

A major effort to set out an international framework for the transfer of environmentally sound 
technology reflected itself in the negotiation of Chapter 34 of Agenda 21 al the UNCED Plenary in 
Rio de Janeiro, in June 1992. The adopted text recognires the need of a favourable access to and 
transfer of environmentally sound technologies, in particular to developing countries (art. 34.4) and 
that "proprietary technology is available through commen:ial channels, and international business is 
an important vehicle for technology transfer" (art. 34.11 ). Among the Objectives, the Plenary proposed 

"To promote, facilitate, and finance. as appropriate, the access to and the transfer of 
environmentally sound technologies and conesponding know-how, in particular to developing 
countries. on favourable tams, including on concessional and peferential lemls, as mumally agreed, 
taking into account the need to protect intellectual property rights as well as the special needs of 
devc."J>ing countries for the implementation of Agenda 21" (article 34.14). 
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The referred Chapter also contains a detailed provision on activities for the "support and 
promotion of access to transfer of technology", including measures to prevent the abuse of intellectual 
property rights and compulsory licenses. 1be relevant text reads as follows: 

"Governments and international organizations should promote, and encourage the private sector 
to promote, effective modalities for the access and transfer in particular to developing countries of 
environmentally sound tedmolop,ies by activities. including the following: 

a) Fonnulalion of policies and programmes for the effective transfer of environmentally sound 
tochnologies thal are publicly owned or in the public domain; 

b) Creation of favourable conditions to encourage the private and public sectors to innovate, market 
and use environmentally sound technologies; 

c) Exllllinalion by Governments and. where appropriate, by relevant organizations of existing 
policies, including subsidies and tax policies, and regulations to deleonine whether they encourage or 
impede the access to, transfer of and introduction of environmentally sound tedmology; 

d) Addressing, in a framework which fully integraleS environment and development, barriers to the 
transfer of privately owned environmentally sound technologies and adoption of appropriate general 
measmes to reduce such barriers while ~ng specific incentives, fiscal or otherwise, for the transfer 
of such technologies; 

e) In compliance with and under the specific circumstances recognized by the relevant international 
conventions adhered to by States, undertaking measmes to prevent the abuse of intellectual property 
rights, including rules with respe.ct to their acquisition trough compulsory licensing, with the provision 
of equitable and adequate compensation: ... 

t) Develop mechanisms for the access to and transfer of environmentally sound technologies, in 
particular to developing countries, while taking into account developments in the process of 
negotiating an international code of conduct on transfer of technology, as decided by UNCTAD al its 
eighth session in Cartagena" (article 34.18). 

Discussions and recent srudies on the transfer of environmentally sound technology have helped 
to clarify various issues. 

First, like in the ~e of the transfer of other technologies, the capability of the recipient party to 
select and effectively absorb the conc.emed technology is a decisive factor. Therefore, the building up 
of "institutional capacity within developing countries is of aucial importance (e.g. technical training, 
increased awareness of existing environmental problems, access to infoonation about preferable 
alternatives)" (World ResowT;es Instirute, 1993, p.3). 

Second, shifting away from old, environmentally unfriendly technologies, may not only have 
positive environmental effects but increase al the sane time efficiency in production. 

Third, the problems of access to environmentally sound technology is not necessarily a purely 
supply problem: a major constraint is likely to rely on the demand side, due to the lack of economic 
incentives to introduce changes and improvements (which often are costly), limited infonnation on 
available alternatives and absence of effective public policies. In order to encourage, hence, the 
transfer and adoption of environmentally sound technologies new instruments may need to be devised 
such as taxes and incentives, financial mechanisms and improved infoonation systems. 
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Tiie Biological Biodiversity Convention is another outcome of the Rio Conference which contains 
significant provisions on technology transfer. Artide 16 of the Convention stales thal ea:h Pany 
undertakes to provide a."ldlor facilitate other Parties the access to technologies relevant the conservation 
and sustainable use of biodiversity or which make use of genetic resomces and do not cause 
significant harm to the environment. Such an access shall be provided and/or facilitated under fair and 
most favourable lCllDs, including mutually agreed preferential and concessional conditions. 1be 
adequate protection of intellectual property rights should be taken into account. wherever protected 
technology is involved. 

Two other important provisions in artide 16 establish thal each Party shall take measures a) to 
ensure other Parties, partiailarly developing countries, thal provide genetic resomces, access to the 
technologies thal use such resources and the transfer of said technologies on mutually agreed 
conditions; and b)for the private sector to facilitate access to technology, its joint development and 
its transfer to governments and the priVale sector of developing countries. Finally, a financial 
mechanism, eventually applicable to technology transfer transactions, will be established (artides 20 
and 21). 

1be referred provisions represent a considerable stq> forward to the extent thal they set out baic 
principles and define some obligations of the signatory countries. 1bey need, however, to be 
implemented adequalely and to be further developed in order to deal with partiailarly complex ~:w. 
1be United States, while ratifying the Convention, Im announced an interpretive statement in order 
to make clear thal agreements concerning access to and transfer of technology must be voluntary and 
consistent with an adequate protection of IPRs, thus excluding the eventual application of compulsory 
lirenses. 

Environmental concerns • well u the new intemational mies on biodivmity may, in sum, 
constitute a new and important f~ iotluencing the transfer of technology, both in tt:lms of the 
contents of the techno::>gical "packages" transferred a well u of the new initiatives thal, al the 
national and international level, may be adopted to stimulate the demand and implementation of 
environmentally sound technologies. 

UL CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY OP110NS 

1be previous sections have desaibed a number of trends which have changed the scenario for 
cooperation in the field of transfer of technology. Of course, the analysis is not exhalstive, but it 
provides some elements thal may be helpful for policy foonulation at the government and fiDn level. 
1be main conclusions of said analysis are summarii.ed below. 

Technology plays today a key role in the development process and in the aealion of competitive 
advantages. Intangible investments are growing in industrialii.ed countries u a proportion of total 
investment. R&D, which accounts for a growing share of GNP, is highly conceotraled in said 
countries, despite recent trends towards decentralization of R&D activities by large finns. The 
inae•ed costs of R&D -which significantly differ by industty- have given nise to new modalities 
of cooperation, both government supported (e.g. European research programs) and directly established 
by interested enterprises. 

The main implications for developing countries of the before mentioned trends are twofold: 

a) entty barriers posed by intangible investments and, in particular, R&D costs continue to grow and 
further consoiidale the market power of the major fians of industriaJii.ed countries; 
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b) changes in the access to and transfer of tedmology are likely to occur. given the stralegic 
character of innovation and its increasing cost. As disrussed below, the impact of these trends is 
accentuated by the shortening of the life-<:yclc of products and by the globali7.alion of the economy. 

Paci oauu with the desaibed trends, the globali7.alion of the wodd ecooomy, the libenli7.alion 
of developing countries' economics, the shortening of the produa life-<:yde and the exacerbation of 
competition. are modifying the patterns of technology transfer. POlelltial technology recipients thal can 
not enjoy any more compensating a:lvantagcs to apply malUrC technologies in sheltered markets, need 
to be.come more efficient and qualified in Older to obtain and exploit licensed technologies. 

A general problem is. however, thal in the new im:emalioul scenmo. suong pressures exist 
towards the privati7.3lion of scientific knowledge and protectionism of technology. lllis trend may not 
only affect scientific international ooopentioo ~al foc the development of scicocc worldwide
but also limit the access to the most modern and oompetitive technologies. Sigm of said protectionism 
have been evident in the most advana.d developing muntrics and also manifest themselves in the 
present initiatives for strengthening IPRs. 

Environmental issues still receive little artention in tams of R&D JeSOUICCS devoted by 
industriali7.Cd countries, but are likely to OODStitute an important facttr in inoovaion and technology 
transfer. Notwithstanding marked North-South differences on these issues. progress has been made in 
conaete <Zes of transfer of technology sound technologies as well as in the development of a number 
of international conventions and principles. 

Technology demand changes as a countty ieaches different levels of technological and economic 
development. Foonal channels of technology transfer prevail as the industriali7.ation process advances. 
where FDI and licenses become more important than the pmcbase of machillCl)' and other infoanal 
modalities of transfer. FDI inflows to developing countries have grown during 1985-1990 -attracted 
by a few fast growing developing countries. mainly in Asia- but said COUDlrics' participation in total 
FDI inflows has fallen 8% during the last decade. 

FDI does play an important role as a means of technology transfer al early stages of technological 
development. when domestic absorptive capabilities are weak. Given the key importance of technology 
as a competitive asset and the protectionist uend pointed out above. it is also likely to inaeasingly 
become a subsliblte for unbundled liceming whenever stale-Of-the-art technologies are involved. 

While joint-ventures have not fulJy delivered yet their promise as appropriate vehicles for 
technology transfer, new fODDs of technological cooperation have emerged. The latter -most notably 
stralegic alliances- offer new ways of acceding to technologies, but are mostly confined to ente1prises 
from industrialized countties or from the most advanced developing counttirs. 

The bargaining power of technology recipients has not been substantially improved, according to 
the available evidence, by regulations on technology transfer applied in many developing countries. 
The bargaining power seems to improve as the recipient's tetimological capabilities i~ase, either 
in-house or based on cooperation with public laboratories and research centen. The new global 
scenario and the reluctance of innovative finns to part with their technology suggest thal trade in 
technology may be subject in the future to i~asingly hard tCIDl s and conditions for the recipient 

party. 

Finally, the study has reviewed in some detail a number of regulatory trends al the international 
level. Most relevant for technology ttansfer issues are the developments within GA TI and other fora. 
which tend to inaease the levels of IPRs prote.ction. It is too early to assess the likely impact of these 
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changes, particularly on IPRs, but they are undoubtedly giving potential teehnology suppliers more 
freedom to select the ways of inlf:maliooalizalion of their oper31ions and, in particular, to use tr.Ide 
as a main means of exploitation of inoontions. 

Baml on the precedent analysis. a number of policy options may be indicaled: 

Techoology and development policy 

The growing importance of intangible investments, including R&D, is a dear indicalor of the key 
role played by technology in global competition and economic growth. Access to and masaery of 
technology are to be viewed today as a main target of any development policy. 

A new focus for transfer of technology 

Evidence referred to above indicaleS thal the regulation of contnctual aspeas of technology 
transfer transactions may improve the negotiating position of potential recipients. The building up of 
abSlllptive capabilities seems to be. however, the essential sttalegy al the countty and film level. This 
is a oomplex and time<ODSUming process which requireS the supplier c:oopenlion but, above all, an 
innontion-inducive environment and deliberate efforts by recipient films. Technology transfer policy 
should sttongly focus on the aealioo of conditions for such a process to take place. 

On the other side, the opening of previously sheltered economics is foo:ing films in many 
developing countries to compete with more technologically advanced films. Lacking factolS that may 
compensace the age of technologies acquired and other comparative disadvantages. recipient finns need 
to become more efficient in the process of selecting and absorbing transferred technologies. Policies 
should assist recipients to meet these new requirements. 

The role of foreign direct investmeot 

In the current competitive scenario. as mentioned. FDI is likely to play an inaeasingly important 
role as a channel for technology transfer bod1 for malUre technologies where the recipient's 
technological capabilities are low and for high technologies that innovating films are reluctant to 
license to unrelated parties. Since FDI may be. in this new scenario. a substiblte for licensing in many 
siblations, technology transfer policies should be adcqualely integrated with invesunent policies, taking 
into account the changes brought about by the globalization of the world market in respect of FDI 
pallf!IDS. 

New and old approaches to technology transfer 

Stt3legic alliances as well as the acquisition of technology-intensive fions in industtialized 
countties, offer the most advanced developing eounlries new approaches to get access to moderl 
technologies, but are not available to most finns in developing countries. 1be laner may, however, 
expand the utilization of modalities that have been extensively used in some Asian counlries, such 
as subcontracting and OEM arrangements. These may lead to a substantial technological learning and 
job creation. Radler than a single channel of technology transfer. developing counlries should endeavor 
to combine new and old modalities, depending on their degree of development and the sectors 
involved. 
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Technology and competition 

The possession of technological advantages. particularly if protected by intellectual property rights, 
~es a considerable market power. Adequate measures are necessary al the nalional level in order 
to avoid abuses thal unreasonably affect competition. Technology policy should therefore be ~socialed 
to a sound competition policy able to stimulate innovalion and fair deals in technology transfer. Action 
aiming at reinforcing legislalion on anti-competitive practices should be encouraged. 

Technology and the environment 

The development of environmentally sound technologies may be in the years to come one 
important sowce of technological change. Developing countries' access to such technologies (as well 
as to those thal preserve biodiversity) should be stimulated acting on the supply as well as on the 
demand side. Policies should eventually incorporate incentives and compensations for finns adopting 
tcdmologies better suited to the environment. 

Research on technology transfer issues 

Notwithstanding the extemive literature on technology transfer produced since the 1970s. a 
fragmented theory and little evideoce are available on various issues referred to in this paper. Further 
research i~ needed, in particular. on the impact of intellectual property rights on technology flows, and 
on the implications of the emerging scientific and technological protectionism for the access to and 
pricing of technology. 

Action by intemalional <11ganiza1ions 

Prognms on tedmology transfer of international <11ganiza1ions should take the new realities and 
trends in developed and developing countries into account. Specific issues to be addressed al the 
policy level may include: 

linkages between technology transfer and building up of absorptive and innovative capabilities al 

different stages of development; 
relationship between transfer of technology and competition policies and legislation; 
the role of investments, particularly, of FDI, in the transfer of high-technologies; 
implications of subcontracting and OEM amngements for technological learning. 
implementation of the Biodiversity Convention and of UNCED Agenda 21 in respect of transfer 
of technology issues. 
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Foo motes 

1. For the pwposes of this paper "fonnal" modes include foreign direct investments. the purchase 
of tum-key plants, paient licenses. transfer of know-how, the supply of technical ~sistance and 
the like: "infounal" mect.anisms refer to imports of machinery and other fOlllls of disembodied 
technology diffusion such ~ reverse engineering. Innovation studies have often referred to these 
different modes of technology transfer~ "indirect" and "direct" (Cooper. 1991. p. 13). 

2. These industries i~ed their share of total manufactwing investmneot from 25-30 per cent in 
major OECD countties in the mid- 1970s to around 50 per cent by the late 1980s (OECDa. 1992, 
p. 122). 

3. "Technology gap/product cycle" theory. in particular, has shed light on North-South ~immetries 
and on the impact of technology capabilities on international trade. 

4. See in this regard the "new" growth theories which emptmize the role of expenditures on R&D. 
human capital foonation and investments in the diffusion and promotion of tt.dmical change 
(Romer. 1989). 

5. For useful guidelines on the maaer. see the "OECD Proposed Guidelines for Collecting and 
lntapreting Innovation Data-Oslo Manual" (1990). 

6. The U.S federal budget proposal for 1993 eamarked USS 803 millions for high peif011Dance 
computing and networking. USS 1.8 billion for a.1vmced materials and processing research. and 
USS 4 billion for biotechnology. a:nong other expenditures on R&D. 

7. The Nonh-South asim.metry in this respect is ilusttated by the fact thal the U.S. top fiml by its 
expenditure on R&D (Geoeral Motors) spends more than all Lalin American oountties in all areas 
of science and technology. 

8. Author's calculation based on UNll'CMD, 1992. p. 136. 
9. SEMATECH. established in 1987 with the aim of restoring U.S. competitiveness in chipmaking 

tedmology. had received USS SOO DUllion in fe.denl funds untill 1992. 
10. For a comprehensive analysis of those alliances. see Mytdka. 1992. 
11. The South Korean finns that entered into stnlegic alliances are large chaebol. See section 1.7.d) 

below. 
12. In parallel to the referred trend. a growing extemalil.alion (and fragmentation) of R&D has been 

identified (Whittington. 1990). 
13. For stylised presentations of the theory, see bibliognphy in Goglio, 1991. 
14. This hypothesis is suggested by Cooper, 1991. p. 14. 
15. Frequently. the parties will grant exdusive rights to one of the partners within one particular 

application. vertical market or gcognphic market. •vhile the other retaining all other rights (Daunt 
and von Gehr. 1992, p. 99). 

16. Miaoelectronics has been perhaps the best example, in the light of the impressive pertoanance 
of Japanese finns. The process seems, however, to be reversing in favour again of American 
fians. Electronics and capital goods and robotics are other areas where United Stales has 
evidcnc.cd weaknesses both in the domestic and world markets (Cohen and Zysman, 1987). 

17. If this conclusion is correct. little room would be left for "leapfrogging" strategies. For a 
discussion on this issue. see Ernst and O'Connor (1989), p. 91. 

18. South Korea. for ir.stance. inaeased its R&D expenditures from Won 10.67 billion in 1971 to 
Won 3.210.S billion in 1990 (Kim. 1993, p. 7). 

19. This paragnph and the two following ones are based on the comprehensive study by Rath and 
Brent.Copley. 1992. 

20. Lee. Bae and Choi, 1988. p. 242 identify in this respect three stages of industrial development: 
initiation. internalization and generation. 

1.1. South Korea -like Japan- delibcnlely restricted FDI at its early st.age of industtialization. in order 
to enhance the development of local te.chnological capabilities. 

22. FDI inflows to China arc growing at an unprecedented rate. FDI commitments will reach near 
USS 60 billion in 1993 (Business Weck, 17.5.93). 
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23. These estimaies should. however. be cautiously considered since costs of training and productivity 
differentials -to mention just two factors- are not taken into account 

24. The relative advantages of both forms have been extensively exlllline.d by economic literalure_ 
See a review of this topic in Chudnovsky, 1990. 

25. According to one IDRC sponsored international research project. most small and me.dium 
technology supplier fiDDs (the survey included 106 fions) showed a preference for arms-length 
transactions, presumably because of the greaier transaction costs involved in direct investment 
(Ralh and Herbert-Copley, 1992. p. 32). 

26. Other types of technology oooperalion between finns include "codevelopment", "coproduction", 
and "offset agreements", anong others (see Farr and Fischer, 1992). 

27. This section is partially based on Correa. 1993. 
28. One of the main areas of application of this minimum tenn will be computer programs for which 

Brazil and France have established a shorter tenn of protection (the sane applicable to works of 
applied ans). 

29. The draft Agreement authorizes Parties to exclude patentability of plants and animals other than 
miaoorganisms and of essentially biological processes for their production (other than 
non-biological and miaobiological processes). However, plant varieties should be protected under 
patents, a sui generis regime or any combination thereof. 

30. See the text of 22 November 1990, which was discussed al the Montreal Mid-Tenn Review of 
December 1990. See also the list of practices as negotiated by the U .N Conference on a Code of 
Conduct on Transfer of Technology (Unclad ID/CODE TOT/47). 

31. This may the case of exanple b) which has been commonly accqKed for the patents but not for 
trademarks. 

32. Although these groups do not enter into actual negotiations, their conclusions are often influential. 
One exan pie are the suggestions on the extent and modalities of protection of biotechnological 
inventions. 

33. A "Fust Part" of a Diplomalic Conference for the Conclusion of a Treaty Supplementing the Paris 
Convention as far as PaleOtS me Concerned was held in The Hague in June 1991. The dales for 
the second part of the Conference. where the most substantive issues should be dealt with, have 
not been deteunined yet. 

34. See in this regard Menon, 1992. 


